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Abstract

Uncertainty in Cost-Benefit Analysis of Climate Policy:

Climate-Economy Model Evaluation and Extension

Milad Eghtedari Naeini, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2021

Supervisors: J. Eric Bickel
Benjamin D. Leibowicz

Global warming is one of the major environmental challenges of the modern

era. Current CO2 emissions produced by humans exceed 40 GtCO2 per year

which will cause global temperature change to reach 4 ◦C or more with prob-

ability of 20-60 percent, in spite of attempts to reduce CO2 emissions in

last decades. Therefore, geoengineering could be essential to limit global

warming well below 2 ◦C relative to pre-industrial levels and avoid substantial

damages. This global warming and climate change cause economic damages

which measured by social cost of carbon (SCC). The goal of this dissertation is

to assess the uncertainty in cost-benefit analysis of climate change and corre-

sponding damages. The three main chapters of this dissertation begin with

retrospectively assessing the role of uncertainty in explaining changes in SCC

estimates over time. Then stochastic optimization versions of DICE embedded

with two geoengineering options (i.e., solar radiation management and direct

air capture) to investigate their abilities to rapidly counteract climate change
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and assess whether their potential future availability changes the optimal near-

term abatement path. Finally, effect of possible economic shock on the optimal

near-term abatement path is assessed. Also, we implement constant elasticity

of substitution (CES) utility function that includes consumption and climate

health as inputs, where we can control the degree of substitutability between

the two to reflect the limited ability to substitute economic well being for a

desirable climate.

The three sections of this dissertation analyze uncertainty in climate change

and optimal responses to that. Each looks at different uncertain components

of climate change including climate model, carbon cycle, and economic model.

We conclude this dissertation with comprehensive insights on uncertainty in

climate model, geoengineering techniques, and economic situation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement

Climate change and specifically global warming is one of the major environ-

mental challenges of the modern era. Which is the result of increasing green-

house gases mainly carbon dioxide due to human activities such as burning

fossil fuel, deforestation and agriculture. Therefore, it is efficient to invest

more intensive emissions reductions since climate damages are estimated to

increase relative to output in the coming decade (Nordhaus, 2007). However,

overcoming global warming is difficult because it crosses many disciplines and

sectors of society.

Some mitigation efforts that have been placed so far include low emission

energy technologies, geoengineering technologies, reforestation, and policies to

decrease carbon emissions such as cap and trade and carbon tax. Also, there

are some international agreement to climate change such as Kyoto protocol

in 1997 and Paris agreement in 2015. Under “Paris Agreement” in 2015, 195

nations agreed to keep the increase in global average temperature well below 2

◦C above pre-industrial levels and further efforts to hold the increase to below

1.5 ◦C (UNFCCC, 2015). Nevertheless, there is 20-60 percent chance that

global temperature reaches 4 ◦C or more in spite of current climate policies

and attempts to reduce CO2 emissions in last decades (Stern, 2013).
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1.2 Motivation

The social cost of carbon (SCC) is a popular benchmark for setting and

evaluating climate change mitigation policies. The SCC measures, in monetary

terms, the present value of the long-run stream of damages caused by the

marginal ton of carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted to the atmosphere in that year.

Thus, policy makers use SCC to evaluate and set carbon tax in their climate

policies. SCC has been used broadly in two aspects of climate change policy;

it gives proper idea of carbon price and rate of emissions reduction, and it

can be used in countries where there is not any general policy for GHGs to

evaluate the benefit and cost of energy policies (Nordhaus, 2014). However,

SCC estimations have wide range from $10 to $200 per metric ton of CO2

(Pindyck, 2017a). A skeptical audience could certainly point to wide range in

SCC estimates as a reason to doubt the credibility of suggested climate model

and our knowledge of the economy and the climate as codified in the model.

Current CO2 emissions produced by humans exceed 40 GtCO2 per year

in spite of attempts to reduce CO2 emissions in energy, transportation, and

agriculture area in decades. Also, it is possible that global warming reaches

2 ◦C relative to pre-industrial levels in 21st century unless emissions are

reduced by 50 percent by 2050 and more afterward (IPCC, 2007). Therefore,

geoengineering could be essential to limit global warming well below 2 ◦ C and

avoid substantial damages (Smith et al., 2016; Mac Dowell and Fajardy, 2017).

Geoengineering includes two approaches, 1) capturing and removing CO2 from

atmosphere after discharge to atmosphere, 2) reflecting solar radiation (short

wave) that decreases earth energy absorption. It is likely that achieving this

goal needs large scale removing CO2 from the atmosphere (Fuss et al., 2014;

Sanderson et al., 2016). However, this option might not be ultimate solution

2



due to its side effects, constraints, and effectiveness in long term (Smith et al.,

2016; Vaughan and Lenton, 2011). So, solar radiation management another

option of geoengineering might be helpful by reflecting incoming solar radiation

and reduce atmosphere temperature without reducing emissions (Crutzen,

2006).

Apart from above, possible economic shocks might affect the optimal

mitigation pathway in the near-term. Economic shocks like COVID-19 cause

less available resources to invest on mitigation and geoengineering, on the other

hand there is less emissions due to decreasing production caused by economy

shrinkage. Therefore, any economic shock has good and bad effects on climate

change.

1.3 A brief review of climate policy

Any proposed climate-change policies must balance the economic costs

of operations today and future corresponding economic and environmental

benefits. There are several studies and models which used economics and

mathematical modeling to analyze the efficiency of different approaches and

policies to slowing global warming (IAWG, 2016; Hope, 2006; Nordhaus, 2014;

Anthoff and Tol, 2013). Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) define relations

between climate and social and economic systems (Hope, 2006; Anthoff and

Tol, 2013; Nordhaus and Sztorc, 2013). They have been used to predict future

climate change and perform cost-benefit analysis on climate mitigation options.

IAMs usually use simplified equations and assumptions in climate and socio-

economic systems such as carbon cycle and climate model (Hof et al., 2012).

However, different assumptions and inputs in carbon cycle and climate model

in IAM cause significantly different outcomes (van Vuuren et al., 2011; Warren

3



Figure 1.1. Influence diagram of DICE model

et al., 2010).

One prominent IAM used to estimate the SCC is the Dynamic Integrated

Climate-Economy (DICE) model. The DICE is a nonlinear dynamic optimiza-

tion problem with two sets of decision variables, saving rates of output and

emission reduction rates. DICE consists of three modules: (1) CO2 emissions

model that evaluates produced emissions and the cost of emission reduction,

(2) climate model that simulates the carbon cycle in the atmosphere and ocean

and its impact on atmospheric temperature, (3) damage model that estimates

the damage of atmosphere temperature increase. The objective function is

the present discounted sum of the utility of consumption in each time period

over a long, century-plus time frame (Nordhaus and Sztorc, 2013). Figure 1.1

presents the influence diagram of DICE model. Economic activities cause CO2

emissions and accumulated CO2 in atmosphere raises the atmospheric temper-

ature which leads to climate change and economic damage. However, climate

damage and corresponding economic damage can be reduced by applying

emission reduction policies. But these policies include abatement cost which

reduce economic growth.
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1.4 Purpose

The goal of this dissertation is to assess the uncertainty in cost-benefit

analysis of climate change and corresponding damages. The three main chap-

ters of this dissertation begin with retrospectively assessing the role of uncer-

tainty in explaining changes in SCC estimates over time. Then stochastic

optimization versions of DICE embedded with two geoengineering options (i.e.,

solar radiation management and direct air capture) to investigate their abilities

to rapidly counteract climate change and assess whether their potential future

availability changes the optimal near-term abatement path. Finally, effect of

possible economic shock on the optimal near-term abatement path is assessed.

Also, we implement constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function

that includes consumption and climate health as inputs.

In Chapter 2, we address two important questions about changes in SCC

estimates. First, why have SCC estimates produced by successive versions

of the DICE model increased significantly over time? To answer this ques-

tion, we first update DICE parameter values one at a time, moving from

the value assumed in an earlier model version to that assumed in a later

version, and calculate the effect on the SCC. Then, we decompose all of these

input data changes into four packages (i.e., collections of closely related model

inputs) to determine how much of the total change in SCC can be attributed

to each one. The four packages are scientific model parameters, economic

model parameters, initial conditions, and projection parameters. Second, how

surprising is the increase in SCC from one version of DICE to the next, given

the degrees of parametric uncertainty expressed in the literature at the time of

the earlier model? To explore this issue, we incorporate uncertainty into the

earlier version of DICE and conduct a Monte Carlo analysis where we sample
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values of all random variables and solve the resulting optimization problem at

each iteration. By examining where the later SCC estimate falls relative to

the SCC output distribution generated using the earlier DICE model, we can

quantify how surprised we should be by the change in SCC.

In Chapter 3, we assess implementation of DAC and SRM techniques in

DICE, since achieving global temperature below 2 ◦C depends on availability

of geoengineering. We first add for free DAC and SRM separately and find

emission reduction policies and required geoengineering capacities which lead

to different levels of global temperature. Then, we add cost to those options

and assess emission reduction policies and acceptancy of them by economic

sectors in model. Lastly, we model stochastic DICE with different probabilities

of availability of geoengineering in different years. Then, we assess whether the

certain or probabilistic availability of SRM or DAC in the future meaningfully

affects decision-making on emissions reductions in the near-term.

In Chapter 4, we investigate effects of economic shocks on climate mitiga-

tion policies. Economic shocks like COVID-19 cause less available resources

to invest on mitigation and geoengineering, on the other hand there is less

emissions due to decreasing production caused by economy shrinkage. There-

fore, any economics shock has good and bad effects on climate change. Also,

we implement constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function that

includes consumption and climate health as inputs, where we can control the

degree of substitutability between the two to reflect the limited ability to

substitute economic well being for a desirable climate. Finally, we perform

some model diagnostic experiments on the utility function and the economic

growth rate to find the causes of the rigidity of the near-term emissions path.
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1.5 Overview

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter

2 we retrospectively assess the role of uncertainty in explaining changes in

SCC estimates over time. In Chapter 3 we build stochastic optimization

versions of DICE embedded with two geoengineering options (i.e., solar radia-

tion management and direct air capture) to investigate their abilities to rapidly

counteract climate change and assess whether their potential future availability

changes the optimal near-term abatement path. We investigate the effect of

possible economic shocks on the optimal mitigation pathway in the near-term

in Chapter 4. We conclude in Chapter 5 with a summary of our most important

findings and their implications for the IAM research community.
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Chapter 2

Interpreting changes in the social cost of

carbon produced by the DICE model1

2.1 Introduction

Environmental policy models are often updated over time as new observa-

tions and research results emerge. Estimates of key policy-relevant outputs can

change from one model version to the next, sometimes by amounts that would

appear significant. Without proper explanation and evaluation, seemingly

significant changes in model-based estimates can be invoked to criticize the

models, diminish their credibility, and weaken their roles in policy processes.

In this chapter, we present a rigorous approach for retrospective model evalu-

ation focusing on changes in key outputs over time, and demonstrate it using

evolving social cost of carbon (SCC) estimates as a test case.

The SCC is a popular benchmark for setting and evaluating climate change

mitigation policies. The SCC measures, in monetary terms, the present value

of the long-run stream of damages caused by the marginal ton of carbon dioxide

(CO2) emitted to the atmosphere in that year. It can also be interpreted as

the present value of the increase in per-capita consumption required to hold

1This chapter has been published in Environment Systems and Decisions journal. Naeini,
M. E., Leibowicz, B. D., Bickel, J. E., 2020. Can you trust a model whose output keeps
changing? Interpreting changes in the social cost of carbon produced by the DICE model.
Environment Systems and Decisions, 40(3), 301-320.
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the utility of consumption constant after increasing CO2 emissions by one

ton, thus compensating individuals for climate damages. In the policy arena,

the SCC is primarily applied in two ways. First, it suggests an optimal time

path for carbon prices, and an associated time path for emissions reductions.

Second, in contexts where there is no general policy governing greenhouse gas

(GHG) emissions, the SCC serves as a cost-effectiveness analysis threshold

for accepting or rejecting specific policy interventions or mitigation strategies

based on their abatement cost per ton of CO2 (Nordhaus, 2014). The U.S.

federal government applies the SCC in this manner. Regulatory impact anal-

ysis of any proposed policy that would meaningfully affect GHG emissions

must incorporate the SCC as estimated by the Interagency Working Group

(IAWG) on Social Cost of Carbon.

The Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy (DICE) model, first developed

by William Nordhaus in 1992 and updated periodically ever since, has been a

highly influential framework for analyzing interactions between the economy

and the climate. The equations, structural details, and parameter values

in DICE have undergone a number of changes over the years, but its core

modeling philosophy and structure have remained the same (Nordhaus, 1994,

2008, 2017, 2018a; Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000; Nordhaus and Sztorc, 2013).

DICE is one of three models that the IAWG uses to produce SCC estimates

(IAWG, 2010, 2013, 2016), along with the Climate Framework for Uncertainty,

Negotiation and Distribution (FUND) (Anthoff and Tol, 2013) and Policy

Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect (PAGE) (Hope, 2006) models. DICE takes

a neoclassical macroeconomic growth model designed to optimize the savings

rate over time in order to maximize welfare, and couples it with a simplified

representation of the climate system (Nordhaus, 2017). The economy generates
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GHG emissions that increase the concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere,

resulting in climate change that adversely feeds back to the economy. This

expanded framework optimizes the time path of emissions reductions in addi-

tion to the savings rate, considering both the costs of abatement and the

benefits of mitigating climate damages. FUND, PAGE, and other subsequent

integrated assessment models (IAMs) have been influenced by DICE and

adopt a similar integrated structure for connecting economic output, emissions,

concentrations, temperatures, and climate damages. However, FUND and

PAGE are ultimately based on economic output rather than utility, and include

some uncertain parameters in their versions employed by the IAWG (Diaz and

Moore, 2017).

Numerous updated versions of DICE have been published over the last

few decades, and successive editions of the model have produced revised SCC

estimates. Table 2.1 reports the SCC estimates for the year 2020 produced by

versions of the DICE model introduced in 2007, 2013, and 2016, in standard-

ized monetary units of 2010 U.S. dollars (2010$). These estimates correspond

to the MERGE scenario with a 3% discount rate. The IAWG employed these

three successive versions of DICE for its SCC estimates published in 2010,

2013, and 2016, respectively. As seen in the table, the SCC estimates produced

by DICE have increased markedly over time. From the 2007 model version to

the 2013 version, the SCC increased by 60%. From the 2013 version to the

2016 version, the SCC rose another 54%.

A skeptical audience could certainly point to these large changes in SCC

estimates over time as a reason to doubt the credibility of DICE and our

knowledge of the economy and the climate as codified in the model (Schwanitz,

2013). Indeed, SCC estimates and the IAMs used to generate them have been
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Table 2.1. SCC in the year 2020, measured in 2010$ per ton of CO2.

Model Version DICE-2007 DICE-2013R DICE-2016R2
SCC in 2020 15 24 37

criticized from several different angles. Stern (2013) and Pindyck (2013b)

point out that the models often neglect the possibility of catastrophic climate

change, which is problematic because tail risk is likely an important driver of

the true SCC. Ackerman et al. (2010) specifically show how high but plausible

alternative values of climate sensitivity and the damage function exponent

in DICE lead to far greater economic harm. Some researchers have assessed

the likelihoods of high SCC values by conducting a meta-analysis of estimates

in the literature (Tol, 2008). Pindyck (2013b) also argues that the crucial

choice of discount rate is essentially arbitrary, that there are no theoretical or

empirical foundations for damage functions, and that the climate sensitivity

to CO2 cannot be accurately specified (Pindyck, 2013a). As a result, Pindyck

(2013a, 2017a,b) suggests that IAMs are worthless for policymakers; instead,

he proposes using expert elicitation methods to estimate the SCC, as these

estimates are likely to be more stable over time and less affected by the discount

rate.

In this chapter, we address two important questions about changes in SCC

estimates. First, why have SCC estimates produced by successive versions of

the DICE model increased significantly over time? To answer this question,

we first update DICE parameter values one at a time, moving from the value

assumed in an earlier model version to that assumed in a later version, and

calculate the effect on the SCC. Then, we decompose all of these input data

changes into four packages (i.e., collections of closely related model inputs) to
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determine how much of the total change in SCC can be attributed to each one.

The four packages are scientific model parameters, economic model parame-

ters, initial conditions, and projection parameters. Second, how surprising

is the increase in SCC from one version of DICE to the next, given the

degrees of parametric uncertainty expressed in the literature at the time of

the earlier model? To explore this issue, we incorporate uncertainty into the

earlier version of DICE and conduct a Monte Carlo analysis where we sample

values of all random variables and solve the resulting optimization problem at

each iteration. By examining where the later SCC estimate falls relative to

the SCC output distribution generated using the earlier DICE model, we can

quantify how surprised we should be by the change in the SCC.

To summarize our key findings, results of the decomposition analysis show

that changes in scientific model parameters and updated initial conditions

due to near-term forecasting errors explain the largest shares of the increase

in SCC from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2. The fact that the scientific

parameters which govern endogenous climate relationships in DICE continue

to be revised to an extent that meaningfully affects the SCC is somewhat

concerning, and suggests that the science of climate change, at least as it is

represented in the model, is not quite as settled as researchers often assert

(Nordhaus, 2018b). On the other hand, the large share of the increase in

SCC that we attribute to initial conditions provides some defense of the DICE

model and its representations of the economy and the climate, since these

initial conditions are effectively exogenous inputs to the model and it is logical

to update them as new empirical data become available. Our Monte Carlo

exercise reveals that the DICE-2016R2 SCC estimate falls toward the high

end of the SCC output distribution generated using the DICE-2013R model
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with uncertainty. However, the later estimate falls within the 80% probability

interval of the distribution, implying that the change in SCC is not all that

surprising given the degrees of uncertainty about input parameters expressed in

the literature. We conclude that by reporting SCC distributions rather than

deterministic estimates, researchers can not only provide more informative

and relevant information for policy analysis (Giupponi et al., 2013; Hamilton

et al., 2015), but also avoid illusory precision and pave the way for subsequent

modifications of estimates.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we

review the literature on decomposition analysis of IAMs. Our methodology

for estimating the SCC in DICE is presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4

we investigate the effects of parameter value updates on the SCC produced

by DICE, first individually and then as a set of four distinct packages. We

incorporate uncertainty into DICE-2013R in Section 2.5, and conduct a Monte

Carlo analysis to examine where the DICE-2016R2 SCC estimate falls relative

to the output distribution generated using the earlier version of the model.

We conclude in Section 2.6 with a summary of our most important findings

and their implications for the IAM research community.

2.2 Literature review

Several previous studies have investigated the drivers of changes in IAM-

based SCC estimates over time. Nordhaus (2017) introduces model revisions

one after another to attribute the difference in SCC estimates produced by

DICE-2013R and DICE-2016R to various factors including damages, popula-

tion, temperature sensitivity, economics, and the carbon cycle. This exercise

is similar in spirit to the decomposition we present in Section 2.4, except
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Nordhaus categorizes the model changes along the lines of DICE subsystems,

in contrast to our focus on distinguishing revisions that are internal to DICE

from those that apply to exogenous inputs. He finds that most changes to

DICE caused the 2016 version’s SCC estimate to exceed that of the 2013

version, with revisions to the economics and the carbon cycle accounting for

the largest shares of the increase in SCC. Changes to damages were the lone

exception, as these served to reduce the SCC.

Nordhaus (2018b) extensively documents the structural and parametric

changes incorporated into the DICE model from its original 1992 version

through the DICE-2016R edition. To explain the evolution of SCC estimates

over time, Nordhaus decomposes all model updates into 22 groups of changes,

and sequentially introduces them to progress step-by-step from DICE-1992 to

DICE-2016R. Results show that the five most significant groups, in terms of

their effect on the SCC, are changes to the carbon cycle, damage function,

utility function, initial output, and projected productivity growth. While

updates to the carbon cycle subsystem have had the greatest impact on the

SCC, model projections for future values of climate variables have remained

much more stable than projections for future values of economic variables.

For example, revisions to the initial output and projected productivity growth

have caused successive versions of DICE to dramatically increase their projec-

tions for global output in 2100. Per capita, DICE-2016R projects that 2100

economic output will be 3.5 times the value projected by the original DICE

model. More generally, Nordhaus (2018b) argues that “retrospective analysis

of model changes over its history should be best practice for integrated assess-

ment models,” and that “studies of the uncertainties of IAM projections are

an important companion to standard projections as a way of signaling the
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reliability of different projections.” In the present study we take this analysis

of uncertainty a step further by demonstrating a methodology for quantifying

how surprised we ought to be by the changes in DICE SCC estimates over

time.

Beyond DICE, researchers have also attempted to understand the drivers

of the SCC using the FUND and PAGE models. Ackerman and Munitz (2012)

decompose climate damages in FUND version 3.5 into 15 categories. They

individually omit each category of damages one at a time and recompute the

SCC assuming that all other sources of damage remain unchanged. They

also calculate the SCC in two different model settings, one deterministic and

one featuring uncertainty. The deterministic case is based on the most likely

value of each parameter, while the uncertainty case calculates the SCC as

the mean value obtained in a Monte Carlo analysis in which parameters

are treated as random variables. The authors determine that the low SCC

estimated by FUND is the result of net benefits of climate change in agriculture

that partially offset net costs in heating and cooling (additional cooling costs

outweigh diminished heating costs), as well as smaller costs in other categories.

They also find that considering uncertainty yields a lower mean SCC than the

deterministic value obtained using best-guess estimates of all input parameters.

While Ackerman and Munitz (2012) do not compare successive versions of

FUND, their use of Monte Carlo analysis serves as a helpful precedent for our

treatment of uncertainty. Crost and Traeger (2013) compute optimal carbon

taxes using a stochastic dynamic programming version of DICE with damage

function uncertainty. They find that these carbon taxes are higher than those

found via a Monte Carlo simulation approach.

More in line with the aforementioned Nordhaus (2017, 2018b) studies and
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the decomposition analysis in Section 2.4 of the present research, Hope (2013)

investigates why the PAGE09 model produced a higher SCC estimate than

the earlier PAGE2002 version. He begins with the latter and sequentially

introduces various updates that were incorporated into PAGE until eventually

arriving at the PAGE09 edition. Interestingly, the results of this decomposition

indicate that the greatest change in the SCC was caused by basing its valuation

on an agent with the mean European Union GDP per capita rather than the

global average. The average European Union person is richer than the average

global person, and is therefore willing to sacrifice more consumption today to

combat climate change, leading to a higher SCC. The pure time preference

rate and elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption were represented in

PAGE2002 as single values, but were then represented as random variables

with triangular distributions in PAGE09. These changes both decreased the

SCC. While the PAGE2002 SCC estimate was based on scenario A2 from the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Emis-

sions Scenarios (SRES), the PAGE09 estimate was based on the A1B scenario,

which features lower population and GDP. Redefinition of the business-as-

usual scenario in PAGE09 thus reduces the SCC compared to PAGE2002.

Hope (2013) finds that the most influential changes to climate parameters

were the transient climate response (a component of climate sensitivity) and

the feedback response time. Differences in these parameters from the earlier

version of PAGE to the later one contributed to increasing the SCC.

Hof et al. (2012) assess the long-run climate dynamics projected by several

IAMs including PAGE2002, PAGE09, DICE-2007, DICE-2009, FUND 2.8,

FUND 3.3, and MERGE 5.1. They find that the highly simplified climate

representations in many of these IAMs generate lower future CO2 concentra-
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tions and temperatures than a more detailed and up-to-date climate model,

causing the IAMs to suggest smaller benefits of mitigation. This effect appears

to be strongest for the FUND model, where the effect of the climate system

representation on mitigation benefits is nearly as powerful as the discount rate.

2.3 Estimation of the social cost of carbon

We estimate the SCC in year t from DICE using following equation:

SCC(t) ≡ − ∂W

∂E(t)
/
∂W

∂C(t)
≡ −∂C(t)

∂E(t)
, (2.1)

where the numerator in the second term is the effect of varying emissions

E(t) on welfare W , and the denominator is the effect of varying per-capita

consumption C(t) on W (Nordhaus, 2017). As long as the SCC is being

estimated under optimal controls (i.e., DICE has optimized its savings and

emissions control rates), then the derivatives in the numerator and denomi-

nator are conveniently equal to the shadow prices of the DICE equations that

compute E(t) and C(t), respectively. This works because W is the objective of

the optimization problem, so the shadow prices of the constraints that specify

E(t) and C(t) respectively capture the increase in W that would result from

reducing emissions by one unit or increasing per-capita consumption by one

unit. Since we focus on SCC estimates under optimal controls, we adopt

this approach of calculating the SCC using Equation 2.1 with the appropriate

shadow prices returned by the solver. One caveat is that the SCC under

optimal controls cannot be considered exact, since DICE is a non-convex,

nonlinear program and the global optimality of the solution it returns is not

guaranteed. As shown by the third term in Equation 2.1, the SCC also
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measures the total economic impacts of long-run climate damages caused by

the marginal ton of CO2 emitted in year t, in units of year t consumption.

One challenging aspect of comparing DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2 is that

monetary parameters and variables are expressed in terms of year 2005 U.S.

dollars (2005$) in the earlier version but 2010$ in the later version. To establish

a conversion factor, we note that the year 2020 SCC produced by the DICE-

2013R model has been reported as 21.2 in units of 2005$ (Nordhaus, 2014)

and as 24 in units of 2010$ (Nordhaus, 2017). Therefore, we apply a scaling

factor of 1.13 to convert 2005$ to 2010$, and adopt the latter as our standard

monetary unit. After converting all monetary input parameters including the

initial capital stock to 2010$ in DICE-2013R, we must calibrate its initial

total factor productivity to reflect the new monetary unit. To do so, we

incrementally increase the factor productivity until the SCC obtained from

the model under optimal controls is equal to 1.13 times the SCC under the

original 2005$ parameterization. As a result of this unit conversion, the initial

factor productivity increases from 3.8 to 4.165. Unless otherwise specified,

all dollar amounts reported throughout the rest of this article are in units of

2010$.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the evolution of the SCC over time in DICE-2013R

and DICE-2016R2 under their optimal control policies (savings and emissions

control rates). As shown, the DICE-2016R2 SCC estimates remain higher

than the DICE-2013R estimates throughout this century. Table 2.2 reports

numerical values of the SCC estimated from the two model versions for selected

years, under both the optimal regime and no controls. The no-controls setting

fixes the emissions control rate to zero over all time, but allows the savings rate
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Figure 2.1. Evolution of the SCC over time in DICE-2013R and DICE-
2016R2 under optimal controls.

Table 2.2. Numerical estimates of the SCC in selected years obtained from
DICE-2013R and DICE2016-R2, under both optimal controls and no controls.
All values are in 2010$ per ton of CO2.

Year for SCC 2015 2020 2025 2030 2050

DICE-2013R
Optimal controls 20.1 24.1 28.4 33.3 58.35

No controls 22.5 27.4 31.7 38.8 64.5

DICE-2016R2
Optimal controls 30.7 36.7 43.5 51.1 90.8

No controls 31.5 37.8 45.4 53.7 91.1

to be optimized.2 As we noted in Section 2.1, DICE-2016R2 suggests that the

SCC in 2020 under optimal controls will be 54% higher than the DICE-2013R

model previously projected.

2Under no controls, we cannot use shadow prices to estimate the SCC according to Eq.
2.1 like we do throughout the rest of this chapter, where we estimate the SCC under optimal
controls. For the no-controls SCC estimates in Table 2.2, we approximate the numerator and
denominator of Eq. 2.1 by introducing discrete perturbations of E(t) and C(t), respectively,
and observing the resulting changes in W .
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2.4 Decomposition of changes in the DICE social cost
of carbon

2.4.1 Parameter packages

To analyze the contributions of input parameter adjustments to the change

in estimated SCC from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2, we divide all model

parameters into four packages. These packages, and the parameters they

include, are specified in Table 2.3. In contrast to Nordhaus (2017), who cate-

gorizes parameters solely according to the DICE subsystem they describe, we

first draw a distinction between model parameters and exogenous parameters.

Model parameters control the directions and strengths of relationships that

link endogenous variables within the DICE model, whereas exogenous param-

eters serve to establish fixed time paths of model inputs that are unaffected by

endogenous developments in a given model run. We further divide the model

parameters into scientific model parameters and economic model parameters.

The former set includes parameters whose values reflect scientific knowledge

about the climate system, such as the climate sensitivity, which represents the

response of global mean surface temperature to a doubling of the atmospheric

CO2 concentration. The latter group includes parameters whose values reflect

knowledge of the economy, for example, the quadratic term in the damage

function that translates higher temperatures into increasingly severe economic

impacts. We further divide the exogenous parameters into initial conditions

and projection parameters. Since DICE-2013R and DICE-2016R2 use 2010

and 2015 as their base years, respectively, it is possible that the empirically

calibrated initial conditions assumed by DICE-2016R2 in 2015 deviate from

the values projected for 2015 by DICE-2013R. A change in initial conditions

thus represents a deviation between projected and realized trends of input
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parameters over the period between the model base years. For instance, DICE-

2013R projected a global population of 7.242 billion in 2015, but the actual

realized value used as the initial condition in DICE-2016R2 was 7.403 billion.

Projection parameters are essentially growth and decline rates that DICE uses

to evolve the values of exogenous inputs over time and establish their full time

profiles. These time profiles tend to begin with an initial condition, then grow

or decline over time at a rate which might itself be increasing or decreasing

(in which case the projection involves multiple projection parameters). For

example, total factor productivity is given an initial value, an initial growth

rate, and another parameter that reduces this growth rate as time goes on.

Table 2.3. List of DICE parameters included in each of the four packages.
For descriptions of all parameters and their values in DICE-2013R and DICE-
2016R2, see Table A.1 in Appendix. For more information and the full
mathematical model formulation, see Nordhaus and Sztorc (2013)

Package Parameters

Scientific Model
Parameters

CO2 doubling forcing

Coefficient for upper level
Climate sensitivity
Transfer coefficient upper to lower stratum
Transfer coefficient for lower stratum
CO2 atmosphere → upper ocean
CO2 upper ocean → lower ocean

Economic Model
Parameters

Initial rate of social time preference per year

Elasticity of consumption
Exponent of control cost function
Damage quadratic term
Damage intercept
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Table 2.3. List of DICE parameters included in each of the four packages.
Continued.

Package Parameters

Initial Conditions Cost of backstop technology

Initial carbon price
Initial forcing of non-CO2 GHG
2100 forcing of non-CO2 GHG
Concentration in atmosphere
Concentration in upper ocean
Concentration in lower ocean
Initial capital stock
Initial temp. change atmosphere from 1900
Initial emissions from land use
Initial emissions control rate
Initial growth sigma
Initial carbon intensity
Initial world population
Initial factor productivity
Initial factor productivity growth rate

Projection Parameters Decrease in land use emissions

Rate of decarbonization
Asymptotic population
Growth rate to calibrate to 2050 pop. projection
Decrease in factor productivity growth rate
Initial cost decline backstop price per period

2.4.2 Changes in input parameter values

The percentage changes in the assumed values of all input parameters from

DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2 are visualized in Figure 2.2. The parameters

are vertically grouped by package, and within each package they are included

in descending order of (the absolute value of) the percentage change. Red
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bars extend to the right to show how much a given parameter increased

and blue bars extend to the left to show how much a parameter decreased.

Projections for economic growth were generally revised upward from DICE-

2013R to DICE-2016R2, in line with the overall trend in economic inputs

since the original DICE-1992 model version, as documented by Nordhaus

(2018b). This is apparent in the values of variables in year 2015, which

were projections in DICE-2013R but had been realized by the time DICE-

2016R2 was parameterized with 2015 as its base year. For instance, DICE-

2013R projected that the 2015 capital stock would be $185 trillion (2010$), but

DICE-2016R2 featured an empirically calibrated initial capital stock of $223

trillion (2010$) in 2015,which represents a 21% increase. Also, DICE-2016R2

has a year 2015 population of 7403 million, which is 2% higher than the 7242

million figure included as a projection in DICE-2013R. Figure 2.2 reveals that

significant revisions were made to climate parameters as well, such as a large

increase in the coefficient governing the transfer of CO2 from the upper ocean

to the lower ocean.

2.4.3 Effects of individual parameter changes on the SCC

Beginning with DICE-2013R under optimal controls, we update one param-

eter at a time to its value in DICE-2016R2 while leaving all other parameter

values unchanged. The resulting changes in the DICE-2013R SCC estimate for

year 2020 are shown in Figure 2.3. Unless otherwise noted, references to SCC

estimates from this point forward correspond to 2020, the next future model

period represented in both models. With a few exceptions, most parameter

changes increased the SCC, especially many of the updates to the initial condi-

tions. However, revised values of the coefficient controlling the transfer of CO2
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Figure 2.2. Percentage changes in the values of input parameters from DICE-
2013R to DICE-2016R2. The values of parameters with no visible bars did
not change at all (i.e., 0% change).
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from the atmosphere to the upper ocean, the quadratic term in the damage

function, and the initial CO2 concentration of the upper ocean individually

pulled the SCC downward. In interpreting Figure 2.3, it is important to keep

in mind that the combined impact of multiple parameter changes on the SCC

is not generally equal to the sum of their individual impacts because DICE is

a nonlinear model. Therefore, the effects of individual parameter changes on

the SCC in Figure 2.3 are not simply additive.

2.4.4 Effects of packages of parameter changes on the SCC

To uncover clearer insights about the roles that different categories of

changes played in increasing the SCC estimate from DICE-2013R to DICE-

2016R2, we start with the earlier model, then sequentially introduce the four

packages of input parameter changes as collective units. For example, we

implement all of the changes to the scientific model parameters together in a

single step. Following the introduction of each package of parameter changes,

we reoptimize the savings and emissions control rates before moving on to

integrate the next package. The results of this decomposition procedure are

shown in Figure 2.4, which is in the format of a waterfall chart. The green bars

at the left and right represent the SCC estimates produced by DICE-2013R and

DICE-2016R2, respectively. The bars in between measure the effect of each

package of model changes on the SCC as it is introduced, with red indicating

that a package increased the SCC and blue indicating that a package decreased

the SCC. Each bar includes the effect of reoptimizing the savings and emissions

control rates in light of the newly introduced parameter changes. It must be

noted that the measured effects of packages introduced later in the sequence

are conditional on the packages already introduced. While the order of the
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optimal controls. The parameters with no visible bars did not cause the SCC
to change at all (i.e., 0% change).
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sequence is ultimately subjective, we have chosen the order which appears in

Figure 2.4 to reflect what we consider to be a logical progression for updating

a model. The scientific and economic model parameters are revised first, so

that the endogenous relationships in DICE capture new developments in our

understanding of the climate and the economy. We introduce scientific updates

before economic updates because the former are in some sense more objective

and fundamental, and should ideally be less prone to significant modifications

over time. Turning to the exogenous parameters, we next update the initial

conditions to correct near-term forecasting errors made by DICE-2013R that

had already been realized by the DICE-2016R2 base year. These changes

are driven by new empirical observations and thus come before updates to

projection parameters, which reflect recent trends and evolving expectations

but have less of a purely empirical basis.3

Figure 2.4 reveals that changes in scientific model parameters had the

largest impact on the SCC in 2020, raising it by nearly $9. This is fairly

surprising given the prevailing notion that “the stability of the environmental

variables largely reflects the fact that these processes were relatively well-

understood by the early 1990s, and, therefore, modeling of these compo-

nents within IAMs could be based on a solid scientific foundation” (Nordhaus,

3The order in which the changes are implemented certainly affects the magnitudes of their
impacts on the SCC. For example, if we change initial conditions first and then economic
model parameters second, their respective effects on the SCC would be a $6.74 increase and
a $4.49 decrease. Introduced in the reverse order, these effects would be a $6.43 increase
due to initial conditions and a $4.18 decrease due to economic model parameters.

4Since the order in which the parameter packages should be introduced is subjective, we
experiment by repeating the analysis behind Figure 2.4 for all 24 possible orderings of the
four packages, with Policy Reoptimization always included as the last step. Across these
24 orderings, the average effect of each package on the SCC is an $10.06 increase due to
scientific model parameters, a $4.77 increase due to initial conditions, a $3.55 decrease due
to economic model parameters, and a $1.26 increase due to projection parameters.
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2018b). To the contrary, we find that revisions to scientific model parameters

had a stronger effect on the SCC than revisions to economic model parameters

between the two versions of DICE. Objectively assessing the results, it is

somewhat concerning that scientific model parameters continue to be updated

to a degree that exerts a considerable influence on the SCC. It appears that

the science, when translated into the SCC, is not quite as settled as some

researchers purport it to be. This finding is consistent with Cooke et al.

(2014), who computed a value of information in the trillions of dollars for

a space-borne climate observation system to improve knowledge of climate

science.

Changes to initial conditions from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2 also had

a strong upward effect on the SCC, increasing it by more than $6. This

effect of updated initial conditions is 51% of the difference between the DICE-

2013R and DICE-2016R2 SCC estimates, implying that correcting near-term

forecasting errors made for the period from 2010 to 2015 had a large impact on

the model output. The initial conditions are exogenously fixed and they have a

persistent effect throughout the full analysis timeframe because the projection

parameters use them to define complete time profiles for input parameters and

thus amplify differences in initial conditions over time. Given that the need

to update initial conditions had a substantial effect on the SCC, efforts to

utilize all relevant data to develop more accurate near-term projections would

help DICE produce more stable SCC estimates as it gets updated over time.

Interestingly, looking back at Figure 2.3, changes in initial conditions that

meaningfully affected the SCC span both climatic and economic parameters,

suggesting that more effort is required in both domains. Realistically, however,

there are limits to our ability to project the trajectories of these systems, even
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over timespans of a few years. From a model assessment perspective, the

fact that a large fraction of the change in SCC can be explained by updates

to initial conditions which are exogenous inputs to DICE offers a partial

defense of the model against criticism based on large changes in SCC estimates

from one version of the model to the next. To the extent that empirically

motivated changes in initial conditions drive revised SCC estimates over time,

it is hard to argue that DICE is itself deficient in terms of its representation

of the interacting economic and climatic systems. The model can only be

as accurate as the exogenous input parameters it requires, so perhaps the

agencies projecting near-term trends in population, economic growth, CO2

concentrations, and so on bear some responsibility for fluctuations in SCC

estimates.

Changes in economic model parameters, projection parameters had much

smaller effects on the SCC.5 Updated economic model parameters reduce

the SCC from its value following the introduction of revised scientific model

parameters. DICE-2016R2 generally projects stronger economic growth than

DICE-2013R, making more economic wealth available to future generations

and thus leaving them better equipped to tolerate large fractional climate

damages without much loss of utility. In other words, when future generations

are richer, they have lower marginal utility and essentially value consumption

less. Also, stronger economic growth increases the discount rate according

to the Ramsey model, which DICE uses to evaluate the benefits of climate

5If we choose the order of the parameter packages by dynamically introducing whichever
package has the largest impact on the SCC at each step, then the effect of each package on
the SCC (in order of introduction) is an $8.81 increase due to scientific model parameters, a
$6.74 increase due to initial conditions, a $4.49 decrease due to economic model parameters,
and a $1.48 increase due to projection parameters.
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mitigation. A higher discount rate means that we are less willing to divert

resources today to prevent damages in the future, which leads to a lower SCC.

As noted by Nordhaus (2017), merely increasing the discount rate from 4% to

5% in DICE-2016R2 reduces the SCC from $41 to $23.

Moreover, the damage function’s quadratic term decreased from DICE-

2013R to DICE-2016R2, implying weaker climate damages that reduce the

SCC. The effect of projection parameter changes on the SCC was essentially

negligible, suggesting that growth and decline rates of exogenous parameters

are more stable over the long-term than the near-term, and/or that the struc-

ture of DICE makes setting initial conditions accurately more important than

setting growth and decline rates accurately (e.g., because the effects of the

latter are largely delayed until future periods that are heavily discounted).

2.5 Uncertainty in social cost of carbon estimates

2.5.1 Monte Carlo analysis

Up to this point, we have explained the increase in SCC associated with

the update from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2 by quantifying the impacts

of individual parameter changes as well as packages of these changes. While

these standard versions of DICE are deterministic models, in reality, there

is significant uncertainty about the values of some input parameters that

play major roles in determining the SCC produced by the model. There-

fore, to fairly assess whether the increase in SCC between the two model

versions is surprising, we must consider how much uncertainty there was in the

input parameters of the earlier model. Here, we incorporate uncertainty into

DICE-2013R by redefining eight deterministic parameters as random variables

with probability distributions calibrated to uncertainty estimates from the
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published literature. Then, we conduct a Monte Carlo analysis featuring

1000 iterations6 that produces an output distribution for the SCC in 2020,

instead of a deterministic point estimate. At each iteration, we sample values

of the eight random variables from their respective distributions, then solve

DICE-2013R as a nonlinear optimization problem for the optimal savings rates

and emissions control rates. By incorporating uncertainty in eight DICE

parameters simultaneously and propagating these uncertainties through the

model, the Monte Carlo analysis captures complex parameter interactions

and nonlinearities that would be neglected through one-at-a-time treatment

(Butler et al., 2014). Finally, we repeat this Monte Carlo analysis using DICE-

2016R2 with updated uncertainty estimates to project how the full distribution

of the SCC will evolve over this century.

2.5.2 Uncertainty estimates

Table 2.4 documents the eight parameters we treat as uncertain in the

Monte Carlo analysis, and reports their assumed probability distributions.

These distributions are based on the uncertainty estimates provided by Nord-

haus (2008), Gillingham et al. (2018), and Nordhaus (2018a). The first two of

these studies propose uncertainty estimates corresponding to DICE-2013R7,

so we incorporate their information into this version of the model. Nordhaus

6We would have ideally included a greater number of iterations, but solving DICE as
a nonlinear optimization problem at each iteration is computationally expensive and time-
consuming. Furthermore, after 1000 iterations, we find that the SCC output distribution
is already stable. Schwanitz (2013) previously noted the challenges that computational
complexity presents for conducting large-scale uncertainty analysis with IAMs.

7While the Gillingham et al. journal article was published in 2018, an earlier version with
the same uncertainty estimates was published as a National Bureau of Economic Research
working paper in 2015. The DICE-2013R model was the current version at that time, and
the version to which the paper’s uncertainty estimates apply.
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(2008) uses normal distributions to represent uncertainty in the same eight

parameters we treat as stochastic. Gillingham et al. (2018) attach uncer-

tainty to a subset of three of the eight parameters. Since the Gillingham

et al. (2018) estimates were published after those of Nordhaus (2008), for

these three parameters, we use the later Gillingham et al. (2018) estimates

to parameterize our DICE-2013R probability distributions. The Nordhaus

(2018a) uncertainty estimates correspond to DICE-2016R2. Note that we

do not directly incorporate the probability distributions from these previous

studies into our Monte Carlo analysis. Instead, we adopt their form (normal or

lognormal) and coefficient of variation (CV), which is the ratio of the standard

deviation (SD) to the mean. We set the mean of the distribution equal to

the assumed value of the parameter in the appropriate deterministic version of

DICE, then set the SD to yield the same CV as in the version of the distribution

reported in the literature. For the five parameters Nordhaus (2018a) considers

uncertain, we adopt these updated probability distributions in DICE-2016R2.

For the other three parameters, we preserve the same CV we use in DICE-

2013R based on Nordhaus (2008) and Gillingham et al. (2018), but update the

probability distributions to have the DICE-2016R2 deterministic parameter

estimates as their new means. The standard deviations are chosen so that the

CVs are the same as in DICE-2013R with the new means.

In most cases we incorporate uncertainty into the same parameters treated

as uncertain in the three previous papers, but in two instances we trans-

late the reported uncertainty estimate for one parameter into a probability

distribution for a closely related parameter to maintain as much consistency

as possible across the two DICE versions. First, Gillingham et al. (2018)

describe population uncertainty through an uncertain average growth rate
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Table 2.4. Probability distributions that we apply to uncertain parameters in
DICE-2013R and DICE-2016R2 for the Monte Carlo analysis. SD = standard
deviation, CV = coefficient of variation. For the two DICE-2016R2 parameters
where the source is listed as Preserve same CV, because no updated probability
distribution could be identified since DICE-2013R, we set the SD for DICE-
2016R2 to preserve the same CV from the DICE-2013R distribution with the
new mean equal to the modified parameter value in DICE-2016R2.

DICE-2013R

Parameter Unit Dist. Mean SD CV Source

Initial factor
productivity growth
rate

Per
period

Normal 0.079 0.0395 1/2
Gillingham
et al.
(2018)

Initial growth sigma Per year Normal -0.01 0.0027 1/3.7
Nordhaus
(2008)

Climate sensitivity

◦C per
doubling
CO2

Lognormal 2.9 0.782 1/3.71
Gillingham
et al.
(2018)

Damage quadratic
term

Fraction
of
output

Normal 0.00267 0.0012 1/2.23
Nordhaus
(2008)

Cost of backstop
technology

$ per
ton CO2

Normal 392 156.8 1/2.5
Nordhaus
(2008)

Asymptotic
population

Millions Normal 10,500 2055 1/5.11
Gillingham
et al.
(2018)

Total resource of
fossil fuels

Billion
tons
CO2

Normal 6000 1200 1/5
Nordhaus
(2008)

Carbon
cycle
parameter

Equilibrium
concentra-
tion upper
ocean

Billion
tons
CO2

– – – – –

CO2

atmo-
sphere →
upper
ocean

Per
period

Normal 0.088 0.008 1/11
Nordhaus
(2008)
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Table 2.4. Probability distributions that we apply to uncertain parameters
in DICE-2013R and DICE-2016R2 for the Monte Carlo analysis. Continued.

DICE-2016R2

Parameter Unit Dist. Mean SD CV Source

Initial factor
productivity growth
rate

Per
period

Normal 0.076 0.04 1/1.9
Nordhaus
(2018a)

Initial growth sigma Per year Normal -0.0152 0.0032 1/4.75
Nordhaus
(2018a)

Climate sensitivity

◦C per
doubling
CO2

Lognormal 3.1 0.836 1/3.71
Nordhaus
(2018a)

Damage quadratic
term

Fraction
of
output

Normal 0.00236 0.00118 1/2
Nordhaus
(2018a)

Cost of backstop
technology

$ per
ton CO2

Normal 550 220 1/2.5
Preserve
same
CV

Asymptotic
population

Millions Normal 11,500 2250 1/5.11
Preserve
same
CV

Total resource of
fossil fuels

Billion
tons
CO2

Normal 6000 1200 1/5
Nordhaus
(2008)

Carbon
cycle
parameter

Equilibrium
concentra-
tion upper
ocean

Billion
tons
CO2

Lognormal 360 97 1/3.71
Nordhaus
(2018a)

CO2

atmo-
sphere →
upper
ocean

Per
period

– – – – –
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with mean 0.0044 and standard deviation (SD) 0.0022. Since Nordhaus (2008)

applies uncertainty to the asymptotic population parameter, we translate the

uncertainty estimate appearing in Gillingham et al. (2018) to an uncertain

asymptotic population following a normal distribution with mean 10,521 and

standard devation 2061. Second, while Nordhaus (2008) represents carbon

cycle uncertainty in DICE-2013R via the coefficient controlling CO2 exchange

from the atmosphere to the upper ocean, he later represents it in DICE-

2016R2 via the equilibrium concentration of CO2 in the upper ocean parameter

(Nordhaus, 2018a). It is not possible to directly convert uncertainty in one of

these parameters into uncertainty in the other, so we convert different carbon

cycle parameters into random variables in the two model versions. This lone

discrepancy in the sets of eight input parameters that we model stochastically

in the two versions is described in more detail in Table 2.4.

Before turning to the results of the Monte Carlo analysis, we present

tornado diagrams in Figure 2.5 that illustrate how much the SCC changes

as each uncertain parameter is individually varied between the 10th and 90th

percentiles of its assumed probability distribution.8 The Base Value is the

original value of the parameter assumed in the deterministic DICE version,

and also the mean of its probability distribution in the version with uncertainty

used for Monte Carlo analysis (see Table 2.4). The top diagram (a) depicts

DICE-2013R results and the bottom diagram (b) visualizes DICE-2016R2

results. The horizontal axes measure the SCC, centered at the deterministic

estimates of $24.12 and $36.66 for the two model versions. The width of each

horizontal blue bar captures the sensitivity of the SCC as the input parameter

8The one exception is the Initial Factor Productivity Growth Rate in DICE-2016R2, for
which we consider the 60th percentile (a value of 0.086) instead of the 90th percentile to
prevent the model from projecting negative atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
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is increased from its 10th percentile value (blue number next to the bar) to

its 90th percentile value (red number). The input parameters are ordered

vertically according to the widths of their SCC ranges, with the most influential

uncertain parameters at the top. The results show that only about six of the

eight uncertain parameters have a meaningful impact on the SCC produced

by either version of DICE. The dominant uncertainties in terms of their effect

on the SCC are the quadratic term of the damage function and the climate

sensitivity, which is fairly intuitive given the prominent roles these parame-

ters play in controlling interactions between the economy and the climate in

DICE. As an indication of the primary importance of these parameters, simply

reducing the climate sensitivity in DICE-2013R from its base value of 2.9 to

its 10th percentile value of 1.99 decreases the SCC from $24.12 to $14. Our

findings are consistent with results based on other models indicating that the

SCC is very sensitive to uncertainty in climate sensitivity and climate damages

(Ekholm, 2018; Gerst et al., 2013). Bickel (2013) previously presented tornado

diagrams for DICE-2007 showing that climate sensitivity and the coefficient on

the quadratic damage term have the greatest impact on total cost (summation

of abatement cost and climate damages).

We impose bounds on the permissible values of some uncertain parameters

to prevent the models from generating physically nonsensical results, such as a

negative atmospheric CO2 concentration. Specifically, we constrain the factor

productivity growth rate to be less than 0.3 in DICE-2013R and less than

0.08 in DICE-2016R2, and require that the initial growth sigma parameter

(where sigma is the carbon intensity of economic output) be less than -0.007.

These bounds ensure positive atmospheric CO2 concentrations in the model,

which are critical because radiative forcing is a logarithmic function of the
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Figure 2.5. Tornado diagrams displaying the sensitivity of the year 2020
SCC as uncertain input parameters are varied between their 10th and 90th

percentiles. Plot (a) shows the DICE-2013R results and plot (b) shows the
DICE-2016R2 results. Both models are considered under optimal controls.
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concentration, and thus a negative concentration is not only nonsensical but

also makes the optimization problem infeasible.

2.5.3 Monte Carlo results

Figure 2.6 displays the probability density function (PDF) and cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of the SCC in 2020 produced by DICE-2013R in

the Monte Carlo analysis. This output distribution is based on the uncertainty

estimates published in the literature and described in Table 2.4. The plots also

mark the deterministic SCC estimates obtained from the standard versions

of DICE-2013R and DICE-2016R2 without uncertainty. Given the degrees

of uncertainty expressed in the literature, the 10th and 90th percentiles of

the SCC distribution are $6.93 and $42.34, a fairly wide 80% probability

interval. The distribution is right-skewed, but the tail is relatively thin and

suggests that the probability that the SCC exceeds $100 per ton of CO2 is

only 0.4%. Most relevant to our overall objectives, the revised deterministic

SCC estimate later produced by DICE-2016R2 falls toward the high end of the

DICE-2013R output distribution, but is at its 84th percentile and thus within

the 80% probability interval. Therefore, while the SCC estimate increased by

54% from one version of DICE to the next, the magnitude of the increase is

not all that surprising relative to the amount of parameter uncertainty that

had been reported in the literature. These findings suggest that integrated

assessment modelers should consistently report output distributions for key

metrics like the SCC, not only because it offers a more honest and decision-

relevant assessment of the range of possible outcomes, but also because it helps

avoid illusory precision and paves the way for estimates to be modified in the

future.
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Figure 2.6. The blue lines are the probability density function (a) and
cumulative distribution function (b) of the year 2020 SCC estimates obtained
through the Monte Carlo analysis using DICE-2013R. The DICE-2016R2 SCC
estimate is shown to fall toward the high end of this distribution, but below
its 90th percentile.

In addition to our Monte Carlo runs based on the parametric uncertainty

estimates published in the literature, we also carry out analogous runs that

assume more or less uncertainty than is expressed in these studies. To modify

each of the eight probability distributions, we scale its CV up or down by

increasing or decreasing the SD to make the probability distribution wider

(more uncertainty) or narrower (less uncertainty). We rerun the Monte Carlo

analysis with CVs of 0.5 times the values reported in the literature to examine

a case with less uncertainty than was present, and then with CVs of 1.5 and

2 times the values contained in the literature to consider cases with more

uncertainty than was expressed.

The analogous PDFs and CDFs in Figure 2.7 illustrate results from the

Monte Carlo runs featuring varying degrees of parametric uncertainty. The

blue lines are identical to those that appear in Figure 2.6. As the CVs

of the input probability distributions increase, the peak of the SCC output
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Figure 2.7. Probability density functions (a) and cumulative distribution
functions (b) for the year 2020 SCC estimates obtained through the Monte
Carlo analysis using DICE-2013R. The lines of different colors represent
different degrees of uncertainty about input parameter values relative to the
coefficients of variation contained in the literature.

distribution shifts to the left, but the right tail of the distribution becomes

fatter. In other words, with greater uncertainty, the SCC estimates begin to

look less like normal distributions and more like lognormal distributions. The

most likely value of the SCC is lower, but the probabilities of high SCC values

are heightened. Relative to the red lines in Figure 2.7 that are produced using

input probability distributions with half the SDs reported in the literature, the

DICE-2016R2 SCC estimate now lies above the 90th percentile, but remains

below the 95th percentile. So, with half as much uncertainty as analysts

estimated to be present, the revised value of the SCC becomes more surprising,

but it still falls within the 90% probability interval. Even with narrower input

probability distributions, the magnitude of the change in SCC is not surprising

to an extent that would cause us to doubt the stability of the DICE model

over time.

Based on our results, we argue that it is crucial to report SCC estimates
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as probability distributions rather than as single deterministic values. In this

spirit, we incorporate uncertainty into DICE-2016R2 and repeat the Monte

Carlo analysis to project what the most recent version of DICE and most up-

to-date uncertainty estimates imply about the full distribution of the SCC.

Figure 2.8 is analogous to the previous figures, but corresponds to the DICE-

2016R2 model version. Interestingly, for a given CV multiplier, the SCC

output distributions produced by DICE-2016R2 are wider than those produced

by the earlier DICE-2013R model. The peaks are less pronounced and the

right tails of the distributions are considerably fatter. For example, based on

the latest uncertainty estimates in the literature, DICE-2016R2 suggests that

there is a roughly 8.4% chance that the SCC in 2020 exceeds $100 per ton of

CO2, much greater than the equivalent 0.4% probability estimated by DICE-

2013R. Therefore, the two successive DICE versions do not support the notion

that scientific and economic uncertainties are being reduced over time in a

manner that is leading to a narrower SCC probability distribution. Rather,

the probability distribution of the SCC in 2020 has spread outward in its right

tail, with its 90th percentile value increasing from $42.2 in DICE-2013R to

$92.4 in DICE-2016R2.

So far, we have focused on the SCC in 2020 to analyze what the two

different model versions reveal about this important climate policy benchmark

in the very near future. In Figure 2.9, we show Monte Carlo results from

DICE-2013R and DICE-2016R2 to illustrate how the two versions project

the SCC to evolve over this century. The lines in the figure represent the

deterministic estimates along with the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of the

Monte Carlo output distributions. The most general conclusion we draw

from the figure is that how one interprets recent changes in SCC projections
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Figure 2.8. Probability density functions (a) and cumulative distribution
functions (b) for the year 2020 SCC estimates produced by conducting
Monte Carlo analysis using the DICE-2016R2 model. These results thus
reflect what the most recent version of DICE suggests about the near-term
SCC distribution. Again, lines of different colors represent different degrees
of uncertainty about input parameter values relative to the coefficients of
variation contained in the literature.
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Figure 2.9. Evolution of the estimated SCC distribution over time in DICE-
2013R (a) and DICE-2016R2 (b) under optimal controls, including the 10th,
50th, and 90th percentiles of the distributions as well as the deterministic
estimates.

depends critically on whether one examines the deterministic estimates or

the uncertainty estimates. It is interesting that the 50th percentile of the

Monte Carlo output distribution exceeds the deterministic SCC estimate in

the near future in DICE-2016R2, whereas the opposite is true in DICE-2013R.

Therefore, by generating only deterministic SCC estimates, the most recent

DICE model seems to underestimate the most likely SCC value while the

earlier edition appears to overestimate it in the near-term through 2035. The

90th percentile of the SCC output distribution rises more steeply over time in

DICE-2016R2 than in DICE-2013R, which is in line with the fatter right tails

of the SCC distributions produced by the later version. Many analysts contend

that the tails of key variable distributions are what really matter for setting

climate policies (Ackerman et al., 2010; Gerst et al., 2013; Srieciu et al., 2013;

Weitzman, 2011), and the tail behavior of the SCC distribution did change

noticeably from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2.
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2.6 Conclusions

From DICE-2013R to the most recent DICE-2016R2 edition, the SCC

estimate for year 2020 produced by the DICE model increased by 54%. At

least on the surface, this is a significant change, one which model skeptics

could easily point to in order to cast doubt on the stability of the model as

well as the scientific and economic knowledge that is encoded in it. In this

chapter, we have addressed two important questions related to changes in

model-based SCC estimates over time. First, which changes to DICE were

responsible for the significant increase in the SCC estimates produced by the

model? Second, how surprising is the magnitude of the increase in SCC,

relative to the degrees of uncertainty about input parameter values that were

reported in the literature? While researchers have previously investigated the

first of these questions using different approaches, to the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to systematically explore whether changes in SCC estimates

over time should raise concerns about the reliability of the model used to

produce them.

Our decomposition analysis of the factors responsible for the change in

SCC was unique in that we distinguished parameters that are essentially exoge-

nous to DICE from those that control the scientific and economic relationships

within the model. We found that changes in scientific model parameters

and updated initial conditions due to near-term forecasting errors explain the

largest shares of the increase in SCC from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2.

The large share of the increase in SCC that we attribute to initial condi-

tions provides some defense of the DICE model and its representations of

the economy and the climate, since these initial conditions are effectively

exogenous inputs to the model and it is logical to update them as new empirical
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data become available. As a result, improving near-term forecasts so that the

required changes in initial conditions from one model version to the next are

smaller would go a long way toward achieving more stable SCC estimates

over time. However, from our perspective, deficiencies in forecasting these

parameters should not be viewed as problems intrinsic to the DICE model

itself, or the science and economics that it codifies. On the other hand, we view

the fact that updated scientific model parameters explain the greatest portion

of the change in SCC estimate as a result of greater concern with respect to the

model. Our finding that changes in scientific model parameters explain more

of the increase in SCC than revisions to economic model parameters challenges

the frequently expressed perception that the science of climate change is more

settled than the economics of climate change (Nordhaus, 2018b), at least with

respect to their effects on the SCC.

We then incorporated uncertainty into the DICE-2013R model to see

where the deterministic SCC estimate produced by the later DICE-2016R2

version fell relative to the SCC output distribution generated via Monte Carlo

analysis using the earlier edition. This approach allowed us to quantify how

surprising the change in SCC was, given the degrees of uncertainty about input

parameters that experts reported in the literature. While the DICE-2016R2

SCC estimate fell toward the high end of the DICE-2013R output distribution,

it was within the 80% probability interval. We thus interpret the 54% increase

in estimated SCC as being consistent with the prevailing level of parametric

uncertainty, and not as an indication that the DICE model is unstable in

terms of its representation of the interacting climate and economy. Finally, we

incorporated the latest uncertainty estimates into the DICE-2016R2 model to

project how the full distribution of the SCC will evolve during this century.
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Compared to the earlier edition of DICE, the SCC distribution has not gotten

narrower over time, and its right tail has gotten fatter to imply that severe

economic damages from climate change are more likely.

Policymakers implementing a carbon tax ultimately need to select one

value, and they may thus be more interested in researchers’ best estimate of

the SCC than its full probability distribution. However, there is still valuable,

policy-relevant information to be gained by understanding the full distribu-

tion. For example, the SCC estimate from the deterministic model does not

generally lie at the median or mean of the SCC probability distribution due

to nonlinearities in the climate and the economy (see Figures 2.7 and 2.8).

In other words, the deterministic estimate should not be interpreted as the

most likely or average value of the SCC. Furthermore, due to risk aversion

and asymmetric welfare losses from setting a carbon tax too low or too high,

policymakers might be interested in implementing a carbon tax that is higher

than the most likely SCC estimate.

In addition, despite the evidence we have provided to argue that the

increase in DICE SCC estimate from $24 to $37 should not be viewed as

a reason to doubt the model’s internal credibility, policymakers might still be

concerned about the magnitude of this change. After all, once DICE-2016R2

came out, a policymaker who earlier implemented a carbon tax of $24 based

on the DICE-2013R estimate could have reasonably concluded that setting the

tax at $24 caused a welfare loss relative to the true optimum. However, it is

almost certainly true that the $24 carbon tax would have generated a welfare

gain relative to not having a price on carbon, as is essentially the status quo in

the U.S. given the lack of federal climate policy action. Moreover, the fact that

the SCC is uncertain and our estimate of it will likely continue to change in the
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future as researchers refine our understanding of the climate and the economy

should not discourage policymakers from implementing climate policy. We

can only design and assess policies according to our current beliefs, as they

are represented in probability distributions. So, even though the SCC estimate

subsequently changed, in 2013 there would have been a strong rationale for

implementing a carbon tax based on the DICE-2013R results (ideally with

uncertainty).

Overall, we conclude that differences in the SCC estimates produced by

successive versions of DICE have not been sufficiently large to cast doubt

on the validity of the model itself. Their magnitudes are consistent with

the prevailing degrees of uncertainty in input parameter values, especially

parameters which are entirely exogenous to DICE and are updated to reflect

near-term forecasting errors rather than changes in fundamental science or

economics. While this research has focused on two particular versions of

the DICE model and the SCC output, our methodology should be viewed

as a general approach for evaluating changes in model-based estimates over

time. A number of IAMs have now been in use for several decades and

have undergone a series of major version updates. The literature on model

diagnostics and evaluation tends to focus on multi-model comparisons using

the most current versions of all models (Kriegler et al., 2015; Wilkerson et al.,

2015), but we believe it is equally important to understand changes in a

given model over time. We hope that researchers will find our approach

useful for this purpose. Lastly, we urge integrated assessment modelers to

report probability distributions for key metrics like the SCC rather than single

deterministic values. This not only provides more comprehensive, decision-

relevant information on the full range of possible futures (Giupponi et al., 2013;
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Hamilton et al., 2015), but it also paves the way for subsequent modifications

by avoiding illusory precision.
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Chapter 3

The influence of stochastic geoengineering

technologies on the optimal emission

mitigation policy

3.1 Introduction

Current CO2 emissions produced by human exceed 40 GtCO2 per year

in spite of attempts to reduce CO2 emissions in energy, transportation, and

agriculture area in lasts decades. Moreover, only half of current CO2 emissions

concentrate in the atmosphere and the rest are being removed by natural

processes such as terrestrial and ocean sinks(National Research Council, 2015;

Le Quéré et al., 2016). Thus, it is possible that global warming reaches

2 ◦C relative to pre-industrial levels in 21st century unless emissions are

reduced by 50 percent by 2050 and more afterward (IPCC, 2007). Therefore,

geoengineering could be essential to limit global warming well below 2 ◦ C

and avoid substantial damages (Smith et al., 2016; Mac Dowell and Fajardy,

2017).

The Royal Society defines geoengineering as deliberate intervention in

environment to offset climate change caused by human which includes two

approaches: Negative emissions technologies (NET), and solar radiation manage-

ment (SRM) techniques (Shepherd, 2009). NET also known as carbon dioxide

removal (CDR) are human efforts to capture and remove CO2 from atmosphere

after discharge to atmosphere. SRM techniques aim to reflect incoming solar
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radiation back into space. SRM reflects solar radiation (short wave) and

decreases earth energy absorption while DAC removes CO2 from atmosphere

to prevent absorbing thermal radiation (long wave) by CO2 which is reason

of atmosphere temperature increase. Some geoengineering methods could

conceivably be implemented by just one nation acting independently, and some

maybe even by corporations or individuals.

NETs include afforestation and reforestation (AR), biochar (BC), enhanced

weathering (EW), ocean fertilization (OF), and soil carbon sequestration (SCS)

increase natural CO2 sink, while Direct Air Capture (DAC) and Bioenergy

with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) focus on storing captured CO2

geologically. So, NETs consist ecosystem management processes such as AR,

SCS, BC, EW, OF, and industrial processes such as DAC and BECCS.

There are some obstacles and side effects for NETs such as: wide needed

land, decreasing albedo (AR,BC,BECCS); impact on soil and water (BECCS);

effects of changing soil physical and chemistry and marine water chemistry on

human health and ecology (EW); effect on marine life and ocean like anoxia in

ocean (OF); changing in stoichiometry of soil (SCS) (Minx et al., 2018). Minx

et al. (2018) believe achieving suggested range of CO2 removal is difficult by

using only one NET. Therefore, it is reasonable to deploy several NETs than

only BECCS; Also, decrease attachment of climate policy to NETs due to

uncertainty on large scale availability of NETs in the future.

There are several reasons that we chose DAC as NET technique in our

research. Firstly, DAC has been used and has shown its performance like

using in spacecraft and submarine to decrease the CO2 levels of air in closed

environment. Some prototypes of DAC such as using sodium hydroxide and

lime, calcium hydroxide have been proposed (Keith et al., 2006; Herzog, 2003;
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Stolaroff et al., 2008).

Secondly, DAC has low side effect and needs less land. However, there

are some constrains such as storage and unexpected side effect, and needed

land (Fuss et al., 2018). OF is not feasible NET because of low efficiency and

wide side effects (Strong et al., 2009). SCS has potential of 4-7 GtCO2 per

year in mid century; However, it has sink saturation of 20 years and needs

constant maintenance. Similar, BC has saturation constraint. AR constraints

by limited available land. Potential of BECCS is constrained by amount of

Sustainable biomass has been produced. EW and OF have severe ecological

effect due to huge amount of mineral extraction, refining, and waste dumping

(Fuss et al., 2018). Moreover, DAC can capture emission from any economic

sectors, works faster than carbon concentration reduction through natural

carbon cycle, it has less adjustment cost and can be built in large scale in

any location since it is combined with existing infrastructure less.

Thirdly, captured CO2 can be used in greenhouse fertilization and algae

farm, increase oil recovery, carbonation of drinks, carbonate based cement,

and industrial use (Ishimoto et al., 2017; Lackner, 2010). Also, there is

potential income by selling captured CO2 to oil field operators for enhanced

oil recovery or food industry to carbonate drinks (McLaren, 2012). Geological

storage is needed for DAC, IPCC (2005) estimated availability of storage as

certain 200 GtCO2, likely 2000 GtCO2 and possible 11,000 GtCO2. However,

basaltic injection might be an alternative solution for storage capacity if it

has reasonable cost (McLaren, 2012). Moreover, Kelemen and Matter (2008)

proposed to use peridotite carbonation, process of reacting rock with CO2 to

capture carbon dioxide. Finally, DAC can be added to DICE as a new feature

easily.
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It is likely that achieving the global warming well below 2 ◦ C needs

large scale removing CO2 from the atmosphere (Fuss et al., 2014; Sanderson

et al., 2016). However, this option might not be ultimate solution due to

its side effects, constraints, and effectiveness in long term (Smith et al., 2016;

Vaughan and Lenton, 2011). So, solar radiation management is another option

of geoengineering that might be helpful by reflecting incoming solar radiation

and reduce atmosphere temperature without reducing emissions (Crutzen,

2006). SRM decreases immediate necessity of CO2 mitigation by decreasing

incoming solar radiation. SRM techniques include reflector in space, strato-

spheric aerosols, tropospheric aerosols, surface albedo increase (such as increasing

grassland, urban regions, and desert albedo), enhanced cloud albedo.

198 W/m2 solar radiation reaches Earth’s surface and 30 of that is reflected

by surface (Vaughan and Lenton, 2011). Atmospheric CO2 doubling relative

to pre-industrial levels causes global warming of 3 ◦C , sea level raise by 1

m, and radiative forcing of 3.7 W/m2 almost 1.8 percent of solar radiation,

however many researches round this to 4 W/m2 (Nordhaus, 2018b; Vaughan

and Lenton, 2011; Crutzen, 2006; Shepherd, 2009; Govindasamy and Caldeira,

2000). Radiative forcing is the imbalance between income solar energy and

energy reflected back to space. Changes to radiative balance cause temperature

increase or decrease. Positive radiative forcing means incoming solar energy

captured by Earth is more than reflected to space which causes atmospheric

temperature increase. CO2 emission accounts for about 1.82 W/m2 of radiative

forcing (Myhre et al., 2013). Also, 1000 GtC equals to 1.5 W/m2 of radiative

forcing (Lenton and Vaughan, 2009). Decreasing incoming solar radiation by

1-2% can offset the effect of CO2 doubling from preindustrial (Lenton and

Vaughan, 2009). Also, 1.6% reduction on solar radiation overcomes 1.75 ◦C
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temperature increase (Pearson et al., 2006). Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991

injected 10 Tg S into stratosphere, which cooled Earth’s temperature by 0.5

◦C in the following year of eruption (Crutzen, 2006; Pearson et al., 2006).

Reflector in space or stratospheric aerosols have the highest potential

among all SRM (Angel, 2006; Crutzen, 2006; Vaughan and Lenton, 2011).

Moreover, stratospheric aerosols has been accepted as cheap and easy imple-

mented option from both opponents and supporter (Keith, 2013; Hamilton,

2013; Hulme, 2014). Additionally, injecting sulfur into the stratosphere is

actively assessed since its impact is easy to predict, it has greater potential,

and it is cheaper and faster than other SRM options (Rasch et al., 2008).

Using SRM may cause possible damages including precipitation reduction

(Robock, 2008a,b; Vaughan and Lenton, 2011), ozone layer recovery delay

(Wigley, 2006; Rasch et al., 2008; Tilmes et al., 2008), sky whitening (Robock,

2008a), less sunlight for solar panels (Robock et al., 2009), and abrupt warming

after sudden stopping of SRM (Wigley, 2006; Goes et al., 2011; Bickel and

Agrawal, 2013). Moreover, some implementation obstacles are long deploy-

ment period as long as 10 years (reflector in space) and short lifetime (aerosols)

(Vaughan and Lenton, 2011). Robock (2008a) mentioned 20 reasons why

geoengineering may not be a good idea; Including impacts on regional climate,

ocean acidification, ozone destruction, impacts on plants, acid deposition by

injecting sulfate to atmosphere, whitening sky (it can count as benefit due to

cause less skin cancer), less radiation for solar panels, environmental effects,

abrupt warming after sudden stopping SRM, how quickly geoengineering can

be stopped, human error, diminish emissions reduction, costs, who controls

technology, military use, dispute with current agreement, who choose the goal,

morality, unexpected consequences.
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SRM has higher effectiveness in short term and is relatively cheap but

brings significant failure risks and it has short lifetime; while NET is effective

in long term, has less failure risks and take climate system to its natural status,

also has significantly longer lifetime (Vaughan and Lenton, 2011; Shepherd,

2009). Also, SRM only addresses global warming which is caused by increased

CO2 emissions rather than root causes of climate change what NET try to

solve (Preston, 2013; Shepherd, 2012). Marotzke (2002) expected that global

warming happens suddenly and unpredictably instead of gradual increase.

Therefore, SRM can be used when rapid action is required, for example prevent

getting to tipping point since SRM affects on climate only few years after

deployment. However, SRM is not substitution for emissions reduction (Shep-

herd, 2012).

In this chapter, we assess implementation of DAC and SRM techniques in

DICE, since achieving global temperature below 2 ◦C depends on availability

of geoengineering. We first add for free DAC and SRM separately and find

emission reduction policies and required geoengineering capacities which lead

to different levels of global temperature. Then, we add cost to those options

and assess emission reduction policies and acceptancy of them by economic

sectors in model. Lastly, we model stochastic DICE with different probabilities

of availability of geoengineering in different years. Then assess the effects of

that on near future emission reduction policies.

To summarize our key findings, DAC needs to be available before critical

years to be effective for achieving specific temperature threshold otherwise

much higher capacity of DAC around double is needed to achieve the same

goal. However,there is not such a critical point for SRM and same capacity

of SRM is needed. Moreover, SRM acts quick and its effects can be seen
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early, also it has same effectiveness in early and late availability. However, its

impact is temporary with short lifetime and it would be vanished shortly after

termination. On the other hand, DAC acts slowly and takes a while to see its

result, also there is a significant difference between early and late availability

due to slow pace of its effectiveness. However, its effect is permanent and

lasts longer after termination. Thus, SRM can be used as short term solution

in urgent situation while working on DAC to deploy as permanent solution.

Furthermore, cost of keeping atmospheric temperature below 2.5 ◦C by using

SRM available in 2030 is only 20 billion 2010 USD per year versus 5.7 trillion

2010 USD per year when DAC is used. Thus, deploying SRM does not require

all nations effort and individual person or nation can do that unlike the DAC.

At last, it is better bet to invest in SRM technologies to increase the probability

of availability rather than DAC, since SRM with capacity of current radiative

forcing decreases emissions reduction policy as probability increase. But DAC

with capacity of current emissions does not affect emissions reduction policy

meaningfully by increasing probability unless the capacity is high in order of

4 times current emissions.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we

review the literature on geoengineering techniques. Section 3.3 investigates the

effects and benefits of geoengineering in climate change when is is available in

2030 and 2060. Over view of estimated cost of DAC and SRM is presented

in Section 3.4. Also, cost-benefit analysis of deploying DAC and SRM is

accomplished. In Section 3.5 we develop two stage stochastic optimization

version of DICE-2016R2 and analyze the effects of DAC and SRM when

availability of geoengineering is uncertain. We conclude in Section 3.6 with

a summary of our most important findings and their implications for the
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geoengineering.

3.2 Literature review

Vaughan and Lenton (2011) assessed different geoengineering options in

terms of side effects, efficacy, lifetime, constraints, and deployment time. Bickel

and Lane (2010) analyzed the benefit and cost of deploying DAC and SRM by

adding these technologies in DICE model. Tavoni and Socolow (2013) assessed

role of carbon dioxide removal (CDR) in five IAMs, GCAM (Edmonds et al.,

2013), IMAGE (Van Vuuren et al., 2013), REMIND (Kriegler et al., 2013),

WITCH (Chen and Tavoni, 2013), and stylized model (Fuss et al., 2013). They

determined negative technologies used, rate of CDR, concentration of CO2 ,

and temperature at the end of horizon in each model. Then they estimated

cost, needed land, and side effects of BECCS in each model. AR has the

low implementation cost around $6/tCO2 among all NETs (Fuss et al., 2018).

However, it has slow pace of CO2 removal. Socolow et al. (2011) believe

afforestation and SCS worth higher priority rather than DAC in following

decades. However, DAC could be a notable option in long term since it has

slow deployment.

Minx et al. (2018) and Fuss et al. (2018) identified potential carbon dioxide

removal, cost, positive impacts, negative impacts and capacity of each NET

(including AR, BECCS, BC, DAC, EW, OF, SCS). Smith et al. (2016)esti-

mated water, land, and energy requirement and cost of each NETs (including

BECCS, DAC, EW and AR) to achieve 2100 atmospheric CO2 concentration

in the range of 430–480 ppm which is consistent with a 2 ◦C target. Fuss

et al. (2018) estimated potential NET in 2050 including 0.5–3.6 GtCO2 per

year for AR, 0.5–5 for BECCS, 0.5–2 for BC, 2–4 for EW, 0.5–5 for DAC,
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and up to 5 GtCO2 per year for SCS. McGlashan et al. (2012) assessed NET

is not economically feasible in the coming decade. However, NET might be

economical as a complement to other mitigation alternatives with capacity of

10-20 GtCO2 per year by 2030-2050. McGlashan et al. (2012) found required

level of NET to have meaningful effect on CO2 concentration is not achievable

earlier than 2030. There is significant doubt on removing CO2 in scale of 10-20

GTCO2 per year by NETs in late this century (Geden, 2015; Anderson and

Peters, 2016; Anderson, 2015).

Chen and Tavoni (2013) investigated the long term usage of DAC in

WITCH, and estimated cost and energy consumption of deploying DAC. They

found DAC is used only in the late future, also marginal and total abatement

costs are decreased and postponed by using DAC. Moreover, Chen and Tavoni

(2013),Marcucci et al. (2017) and Strefler et al. (2018) found DAC is profitable

only in strict climate policies and is used after 2065 with rate of 35-40 GtCO2

per year by end of century. Keith et al. (2006) assessed optimal climate policy

with DAC in Dynamics of Inertia and Adaptability Model (DIAM). Potential

of DAC is limited by only economic feasibility and it is a long term option

after 2050 (Fuss et al., 2018). Also, main barrier of implementing DAC is high

direct cost, rather than side effects nor public acceptance (Nemet et al., 2018).

Caldeira and Wood (2008) carried out the atmosphere simulation to analyze

the impacts of decreasing incoming solar radiation and found it is unlikely to

completely reverse the impacts of global warming by using this geoengineering.

Ocean becomes more acidic as absorbs CO2 from atmosphere which is one of

the consequences of using SRM (Bickel and Lane, 2010). That is one reason

why NET is more favorable than SRM, however SRM is fast, effective and

cheap (Preston, 2013). Shepherd (2009) suggested to use NET combine with
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conventional emission reduction as soon as it is available and only use SRM

when rapid decreasing global temperature is needed. Also, rapid warming

after sudden stopping SRM is the other main concern of using SRM that can

be addressed by using combination of SRM and emission reduction (Wigley,

2006; Goes et al., 2011; Kosugi, 2013).

Wigley (2006) suggested to use combination of injecting sulfate aerosol

into stratosphere and emission mitigation to offset global warming and ocean

acidity. Kosugi (2013) used DICE-2007 model to find optimal combination of

SRM usage and CO2 emissions reduction. He proposed to reduce radiative

forcing by 1 W/m2 by using SRM and decrease CO2 emissions by 80% relative

to 2005 by the end of this century. Goes et al. (2011) performed cost-benefit

analysis on substituting emission reduction by stratospheric aerosol injection in

DICE-2007 over different scenarios including probability of sudden termination

of the aerosol geoengineering and the economic damages caused by aerosol

geoengineering. They found substituting CO2 emission reduction by geoengi-

neering is ineffective due to side effects of sudden termination and optimal

aerosol geoengineering levels highly joint with its side effect. Moreover, aerosol

geoengineering is postponed as this side effects increase, so it is deployed only

in climate emergency when global temperature and climate damage are high.

However, Bickel and Agrawal (2013) reframed conditions in Goes et al. (2011)s’

research then reexamined it and showed aerosol geoengineering can pass cost-

benefit analysis over scenarios defined by Goes et al. (2011).

3.3 Geoengineering in DICE

In this section, we investigate the effects and benefits of geoengineering

in climate change. We focus on two geoengineering techniques include DAC
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and SRM. Therefore, some changes have been made to DICE model to esti-

mate the effect of geoengineering on climate change. These changes include

radiative forcing and atmospheric CO2 concentration equations. Moreover,

we assume both of these techniques are free of charge in this section. There

are two constraints on geoengineering, availability year and available capacity.

Geoengineering technique is available to use in year of availability and after.

Available capacity is the maximum level of geoengineering that is available to

use after availability year.

Firstly, atmospheric carbon concentration equation in DICE has been

changed to include captured carbon from atmosphere due to DAC. Modified

atmospheric carbon concentration equation is given by the following equation:

MAT (t+ 1) = MAT (t) ∗ b11 +MU(t) ∗ b21 + E(t)−DAC(t) , (3.1)

where MAT (t) is the carbon concentration in atmosphere (GtC) at the begin-

ning of the period t. MU(t) is carbon concentration in shallow oceans (GtC)

at the beginning of the period t. E(t) is total carbon emissions (GtC per

period) during period t. DAC(t) is the mass of carbon (GtC) captured from

atmosphere during period t via DAC. b11 is the fraction of carbon that stays

in the atmosphere between periods t and t + 1. b21 is the fraction of carbon

that moves from shallow oceans to the atmosphere between periods t and t+1.

Secondly, radiative forcing equation in DICE has been modified to include

additional negative external forcing due to SRM. Modified radiative forcing is

given by the following equation:

FORC(t) = fco22x ∗ log2

(
MAT (t)

588

)
+ forcoth(t)− SRM(t) , (3.2)

where FORC(t) is radiative forcing in the period t. fco22x is the radiative

forcing due to doubling CO2 concentration equals to 3.6813 W/m2. forcoth(t)
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is exogenous radiative forcing for non CO2 greenhouse gases in the period t.

SRM(t) is the negative radiative forcing (W/m2) in the period t because of

SRM.

We compare effects and benefits of geoengineering which are available at

two different time points. So, we consider and investigate two time points

for availability of geoengineering, 2030 as soon in future and 2060 as late in

future. Also, we compare the effects of DAC and SRM on climate change.

We believe that geoengineering is not a silver bullet and substitution for

emissions reduction. Therefore we add geoengineering feature to DICE model

and let DICE decides to find the combination of emissions reduction and

geoengineering to achieve the optimum result.

Figure 3.1 shows the effects of DAC on near future emission control rate at

two different time points of availability. Emission control rate is the reduced

portion of industrial emissions of GHG at time t. DICE evaluates the industrial

emissions based on gross output and CO2 equivalent emissions to produce this

output. AS we see at least DAC of 20 GtCO2 per year available from 2030

is needed to see difference in emission control rate. However, there is a little

difference in emission control rate of near future even for DAC of 40 GtCO2 per

year available from 2060. Also, DAC of 53 GtCO2 per year available from 2030

leads to maximum atmosphere temperature be 2 ◦C while model cannot reach

this temperature if DAC start in 2060 because atmospheric temperature has

passed 2 ◦C in year 2050 under optimal emission reduction policy. Moreover,

atmospheric temperature below 2 ◦C cannot be reached by only emission reduc-

tion policy. We need to emphasize that there is no constraint in optimization

model to reach atmosphere temperature 2 ◦C and only by using geoengineering

climate achieve that specific temperature. Furthermore, DAC of 37 GtCO2 per
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year start from 2030 ,equals to current CO2 emission which is around 40 GtCO2

per year, leads to maximum atmosphere temperature of 2.5 ◦C while starting

2060 needs 205 GtCO2 per year. Also, there is significant difference in near

future of emission control rate between these two DAC policies and DICE-2016

model with constraint on atmospheric temperature be less than 2.5 ◦C. This

shows DAC is effective if it is available soon in future. Estimated potential

DAC has rang between 10-15 GtCO2 per year in 2100 (Fuss, 2017; Smith

et al., 2016; McLaren, 2012; National Research Council, 2015). Also, Swiss

DAC startup installed in Iceland only capture 50 tCO2 per year and Canadian

DAC startup estimated to capture 0.5 MtCO2 per year with expected cost of

hundreds million of dollar. Therefore, it is less likely to have DAC available

soon in future, so DAC with high capacity almost five times more is needed

late in future if we want to reach the same goal.

Figure 3.2 shows the effects of SRM on near future emission control rate

at two different time points availability. At least SRM of 1W/m2 is needed

to see the difference in emission control rate in both available years of 2030

and 2060. Also, SRM of 4.36 W/m2 available from 2030 leads to maximum

atmosphere temperature be 2 ◦C. Moreover, SRM of 3.11 W/m2, equals to

current imbalance energy, leads to maximum atmosphere temperature of 2.5

◦C for both available years of 2030 and 2060. Therefore, DAC and SRM

with capacity of current emissions of CO2 and imbalance energy are needed

to achieve the goal of atmospheric temperature of 2.5 ◦C if they are available

in 2030. However, DAC with capacity of 5 times more than current emission

is needed to achieve that goal if it is available in 2060. On the contrary, same

amount imbalance energy is needed to reach that goal for SRM available in

2060. Thus, SRM is effective with same capacity even it is available late in
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Figure 3.1. Emission control rate under optimal policy while DAC is
available. Plot (a) shows results when DAC is available in 2030 and plot
(b) shows results when DAC is available in 2060. 2016 model shows original
DICE-2016R2 result and 2016 model, Temp.<2.5 shows the result for DICE-
2016R2 model with constraint on atmospheric temperature be less than 2.5
◦C.
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future, in contrast of DAC which needed much higher capacity for availability

late in future.

Figure 3.3 shows the minimum capacity of DAC and SRM which leads

to specified maximum atmospheric temperature in different geoengineering

available years. Atmospheric temperature cannot be reached below 2 ◦ C if

DAC available after 2045 and SRM after 2050. There is a time window for

achieving each atmospheric temperature threshold, which SRM time windows

are 5 years longer than DAC. Also, there are critical years for DAC which after

those double of DAC capacity are needed to achieve atmospheric temperature

threshold. Thus, DAC needs to be available soon in future to be effective

otherwise we need high capacity of DAC to achieve the same goal. However,

there is not such a critical point for SRM and same capacity of SRM is needed

during time window. Therefore, SRM acts faster than DAC and we do not

need SRM as soon as DAC to be effective.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the number of years which atmospheric temper-

ature is above specified threshold, also figures 3.6 and 3.7 represent corre-

sponding accumulated energy imbalance for those years for different avail-

ability levels of DAC and SRM respectively available in 2030 and 2060. DAC

with capacity 35 GtCO2 per year which almost equals to current CO2 emission

leads to 30 years above 2.5 ◦C with imbalance energy of 1572 zettajoules (98

W/m2) if it is available in 2030 compare to 100 years with energy imbalance

of 6056 zettajoules (376 W/m2) when it is available in 2060. Thus, 30 years

difference in availability of DAC causes 3 times more years above 2.5 ◦C and

4 times more imbalance energy. on the contrary SRM with capacity 3 W/m2

which almost equals to current radiative forcing leads to 35 years above 2.5 ◦C

with imbalance energy of 1784 zettajoules (111 W/m2) if it is available in 2030
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Figure 3.2. Emission control rate under optimal policy while SRM is
available. Plot (a) shows results when SRM is available in 2030 and plot
(b) shows results when SRM is available in 2060.
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Figure 3.3. Plot (a) shows the minimum amount of DAC which leads
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atmospheric temperature. There is no constraint in model for atmospheric
temperature.
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compare to 40 years with energy imbalance of 2038 zettajoules (127 W/m2)

when it is available in 2060. Thus, 30 years difference in availability of SRM

causes only 30 percent increase in imbalance energy. This shows that DAC has

lost its effectiveness on controlling energy imbalance and global warming by

late availability, while SRM is still effective. Moreover, DAC available in 2030

has steeper slope compare to 2060 which confirms that effect of increasing DAC

capacity on imbalance energy is more when DAC is available sooner rather

than later. Whereas, SRM has same slope in both years and availability time

has low impact on effect of increasing SRM capacity on imbalance energy.

Furthermore, DAC has less effectiveness in high capacity in 2060 as slope of

imbalance energy decrease as DAC capacity increase while slope of 2030 is

more constant. In contrast SRM has same effectiveness even in high SRM

capacity as slope of imbalance energy is constant. Therefore, SRM acts quick

and its effects can be seen early, also it has same effectiveness in early and late

availability. However, its impact is temporary with short lifetime and it would

be vanished shortly after termination. On the other hands, DAC acts slowly

and takes a while to see its result, also there is a significant difference between

early and late availability due to slow pace of its effectiveness. However, its

effect is permanent and lasts longer after termination. Thus, SRM can be used

as short term solution in urgent situation while working on DAC to deploy as

permanent solution.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show amount of melted glacial ice and corresponding

sea level rise due to imbalance energy for different availability levels of DAC
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Figure 3.4. Number of years which atmospheric temperature is above
specified threshold between year 2015-2395 for different availability levels of
DAC . Plot (a) shows results when DAC is available in 2030 and plot (b) shows
results when DAC is available in 2060.
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Figure 3.5. Number of years which atmospheric temperature is above
specified threshold between year 2015-2395 for different availability levels of
SRM. Plot (a) shows results when SRM is available in 2030 and plot (b) shows
results when SRM is available in 2060.
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Figure 3.6. Accumulated energy imbalance for years which atmospheric
temperature is above specified threshold between year 2015-2395 for different
availability levels of DAC. Plot (a) shows results when DAC is available in
2030 and plot (b) shows results when DAC is available in 2060.
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Figure 3.7. Accumulated energy imbalance for years which atmospheric
temperature is above specified threshold between year 2015-2395 for different
availability levels of SRM. Plot (a) shows results when SRM is available in
2030 and plot (b) shows results when SRM is available in 2060.
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and SRM respectively available in 2030 and 2060. 1 We consider three tipping

points (2, 2.5, and 3 ◦C) that glacial ice starts melting and there is no stop

after that. So, we add up radiative forcing from the year that atmospheric

temperature passes tipping point to year 2395. Same conclusions as previous

paragraph can be drawn from these figures.

Figure 3.10 presents sea temperature increase due to accumulated imbal-

ance energy from 2015 to 2200 for different availability levels of DAC and SRM

available in 2030 and 2060. 2 SRM has constant slope as opposed to decreasing

slope in DAC. It shows SRM has the same efficiency in high and low capacity

while DAC has lowest efficiency in high capacity. Thus, we can expect better

result as we invest more money in higher capacity SRM but it is not true

for DAC. Therefore, in severe condition that high capacity geoengineering is

needed to overcome the situation, DAC does not have enough efficiency to

overcome it fast enough but SRM has.

3.4 Cost-Benefit analysis

In previous section we analyzed the effect of DAC and SRM while there

were free. Now we analyze the benefit and cost of deploying DAC and SRM by

adding these technologies in DICE model. Therefore, some changes have been

made to DICE model on top of modification in previous section to incorporate

1In our calculation, area of glacial ice is 10 percent of land area which is equal to 14.894
million km2. Heat of fusion of water is 333.55 kJ/kg. The area of the world ocean is 361.9
million km2. Based on National Snow & Ice Data Center, sea level rises about 70 m if all
glacial ice melted

2The mass of world ocean is 1.335 exa-tons and the heat capacity of ocean water is 3998
J/kg.
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Figure 3.8. Amount of melted glacial ice and corresponding sea level rise due
to imbalance energy for different availability levels of DAC. Imbalance energy
is accumulated from year which atmospheric temperature passes specified
threshold to 2395. Plot (a) shows results when DAC is available in 2030
and plot (b) shows results when DAC is available in 2060.
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Figure 3.9. Amount of melted glacial ice and corresponding sea level rise due
to imbalance energy for different availability levels of SRM. Imbalance energy
is accumulated from year which atmospheric temperature passes specified
threshold to 2395. Plot (a) shows results when SRM is available in 2030
and plot (b) shows results when SRM is available in 2060.
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Figure 3.10. Plot (a) shows the sea temperature increase due to accumulated
imbalance energy for different availability levels of DAC. plot (b) shows the
sea temperature increase due to accumulated imbalance energy for different
availability levels of SRM. Imbalance energy is accumulated from 2015 to 2200.
We assume SRM and DAC are available in 2030 or 2060.
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the cost of geoengineering. Cost of DAC can be evaluated by

DACCOST (t) = PDAC ∗DAC(t)/1000 , (3.3)

where PDAC is unit price of DAC (2010$ per tCO2) and DACCOST is the

total cost of DAC (trillion 2010 USD per year). Net world output for model

with DAC technology is evaluated by

Y (t) = Y NET (t)− ABATECOST (t)−DACCOST (t) , (3.4)

and model with SRM technology is given by

SRMCOST (t) = PSRM ∗ SRM(t)/1000 , (3.5)

where Y (t) is net world out put after subtracting damages, abatement cost,

and geoengineering cost (trillions 2010 USD per year). Y NET (t) is world

output after subtracting damages, and ABATECOST (t) is cost of emissions

reductions (trillions 2010 USD per year). Cost of SRM is evaluated by

Y (t) = Y NET (t)− ABATECOST (t)− SRMCOST (t) , (3.6)

where PSRM is unit price of SRM (billion 2010 USD per W/m2 per year)

and SRMCOST is the total cost of SRM (trillion 2010 USD per year).

DAC consists only direct cost while SRM consists direct, indirect and

transaction cost. Costs of DAC include (1) physical capital investment, (2)

operation and maintenance costs,(3) energy costs. SRM’s direct cost includes

development and deployment, while indirect cost is determined by damage

from using SRM. SRM mostly has higher indirect cost compare to DAC,

including less precipitation, ocean acidification, sky whitening , and less sunlight

for solar power. Goes et al. (2011) only considered the indirect cost of aerosol
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geoengineering and embedded it in economic damage function measured as

a fraction of output. We only consider direct cost since damages of using

geoengineering as indirect cost is same as not using geoengineering as climate

damages.

Table 3.1 shows the estimated DAC cost in literature. Researches obtained

optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic DAC estimation for near and far future.

Also, some estimated DAC’s potential capacity. Estimated costs of DAC range

from as low as $19 to $1000 per ton of CO2 in the literature. Half of the

estimations are between range of $98 - $436 per tCO2. Most proposed costs

in literature are lower than cost of current built facility. For example, DAC

facility built by Climeworks has current cost of $600/tCO2.

Some of these researches break down the DAC cost to its components.

Nemet and Brandt (2012) provide the cost – benefit model to calculate the

oil reserve’s value and the cost of DAC and it’s effect on price of CO2 in oil

industries. Their DAC cost is a function of R&D and learning which includes

three cost segments: capital cost, which is 30% of initial cost; operation and

maintenance, and energy consumption cost is 70% of initial cost. Each cost

segment has a learning parameter and according measure of experience. Chen

and Tavoni (2013) and Socolow et al. (2011) obtained 40% of DAC cost is

operation and maintenance and energy consumption, and 60% is capital in

realistic and optimistic cases. Smith et al. (2016) estimated 1/3 of DAC cost

is operation and maintenance and 2/3 is capital. $52 per tCO2 removed from

atmosphere equals 1.5% of global GDP which is not significantly higher than

the cost of conventional emissions reduction (i.e., 1% of GDP) to prevent

climate damage of 5% of GDP (Shepherd, 2009).

Table 3.2 shows the statistics of estimated DAC cost. Last column is
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Table 3.1. Overview of existing assessment of DAC.

Potential Costs Sources
GtCO2/year $/tCO2

Low Base High Long term

115 415 Lemoine et al. (2012)
550 Fuss et al. (2013)

63 136 146 44 Keith et al. (2006)
27 98 136 Pielke Jr (2009)

1000 House et al. (2011)
0.001 430 550 Chen and Tavoni (2013)

100 300 Minx et al. (2018)
10 400 1000 National Research Council (2015)

250 McLaren (2011)
10 40 600 McLaren (2012)

12.1 436 567 Smith et al. (2016)
0.25-3.7 40 600 Caldecott et al. (2015)

95 155 McGlashan et al. (2012)
0.5-5 600 1000 100-300 Fuss et al. (2018)

600 Socolow et al. (2011)
500 Simon et al. (2011)

300 Zeman (2014)
60 190 Sinha et al. (2017)
100 1000 Tavoni and Socolow (2013)

3.67-12.1 Fuss et al. (2016)
36.7 Lenton (2014)

53 96 127 Stolaroff et al. (2008)
54 102 150 19-70 Nemet and Brandt (2012)

19 Lackner et al. (1999)
47 101 154 Herzog (2003)

111 33 Lackner and Sachs (2005)
150 209 268 70 Stolaroff (2006)

78 IPCC (2007)
200 30 Lackner (2010)
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Table 3.2. Estimated cost of DAC $/tCO2.

Low Base High One value3

Mean 148.2 207.1 357.8 262
Median 79 101 195 163

evaluated by using one value from each research as near future estimation and

one value as far future estimation if it was available. Near future value is

either most likely value if it was available, or average of the optimistic and

pessimistic estimations. Since distribution of estimations is right skewed we

use median of distribution as our DAC cost estimation which is 163 $/tCO2.

Table 3.3 shows the estimated SRM cost in literature. These researches

estimated cost of techniques include reflector in space, stratospheric aerosols,

tropospheric aerosols, surface albedo increase (urban regions and desert albedo),

and enhanced cloud albedo. Also, some estimated SRM’s potential capacity

and life time. Estimated costs of SRM range from as low as 0.0011 to 30490

billion 2010 USD per W/m2 per year. Increasing surface albedo has the highest

cost among all these SRM techniques which has range between 1.12 to 30.49

trillion 2010 USD per W/m2 per year. Also, it has lowest bounded potential

capacity compare to other techniques which does not have bound. Half of

the estimations are between range of 0.21 - 722 billion 2010 USD per W/m2.

McClellan et al. (2012) shows cost of transportation material to stratosphere

is less than 1% of mitigation cost or climate damages. Also, Kosugi (2013)

estimated the cost of SRM to be less than 1% of total cost of mitigation cost.

3Using one value as near future estimation and one value as far future estimation if it
was available from each research
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Table 3.3. Overview of existing assessment of SRM.

Cost per year Life time Potential SRM
technique

Sources

Billion 20104$/Wm2 Years W/m2

6730-13360 10 0.2675 Roof
albedos

Hamwey (2007)6

13460-22510 10 0.0457 Paved
surface
albedos

51.76 Stratospheric
sulfur
injection

Crutzen (2006)8

51.76 Stratospheric
sulfur
injection

NAS (1992)

0.13-17.22 Stratospheric
SO2

Robock et al.
(2009)9

0.039-0.39 1000 Earth
particle
ring Pearson et al.

(2006)100.0039-0.0118 1000 Moon
particle
ring11

0.0011-0.0098 1000 Asteroid
particle
ring

0.97-1.95 100 Earth
spacecraft
ring

0.97 100 Moon
spacecraft
ring
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Table 3.3. Overview of existing assessment of SRM.Continued.

Cost per year Life time Potential SRM
technique

Sources

Billion 2010$/Wm2 Years W/m2

0.22 100 Asteroid
spacecraft
ring

8.76 20 Spacecraft
in
Lagrange
point

Angel (2006)

1520-30490 10 0.01-0.2 Urban area
albedo

Shepherd (2009)121120 2.75 Desert
albedo

2030 10 0.2 Urban area
0.2 4 Cloud

albedo
0.2 Stratospheric

aerosols
5.08 30 Space-

based
reflectors

23.67 2.5 H2S
aerosols

Bickel (2013)13

0.053-0.106 10 Cloud
albedo

Salter et al.
(2008)14

470-4510 Solar
shields

Keith and
Dowlatabadi
(1992)1512.43 Stratospheric

SO2

20-1870 Tropospheric
SO2
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Table 3.3. Overview of existing assessment of SRM.Continued.

Cost per year Life time Potential SRM
technique

Sources

Billion 2010$/Wm2 Years W/m2

60-1870 Stratospheric
dust

0.19 Aerosol
Teller et al. (1996)0.028-0.056 High

electrical
conduc-
tivity
aerosol

0.0119-0.298 Resonant
material
aerosol

1.9-33 Stratospheric
SO2

McClellan et al.
(2012)16

5 Stratospheric
aerosol
injection

Moriyama et al.
(2017)

2.34 Stratospheric
aerosol
sulfuric
acid

Kosugi (2013)17

1.6 10 Nanoparticles
aerosol

Keith (2010)18

8.01 Solar
geoengi-
neering

Keith et al.
(2017)19

Table 3.4 shows the statistics of estimated SRM cost. Last column is

evaluated by using one value from each research which is either the base value
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Table 3.4. Estimated cost of SRM Billion 2010$W/m2 per year.

Low Base High One value20

Mean 1484.22.2 195.41 4977.54 1618.29
Median 0.97 5.08 17.22 6.545

or average of the estimation range. Since distribution of estimations is right

skewed we use median of distribution as our SRM cost estimation which is

6.545 billion 2010 USD per W/m2 per year.

Atmospheric temperature below 3 ◦C cannot be reached while price of

DAC is $163/tCO2. Which shows this price is high for society and model does

not decide to use DAC to control global warming with this price. As price of

DAC increase model pushes using the DAC forward to be more economical to

use. Thus, model starts using DAC in 2080 and after with this price which

is only 5 years before atmospheric temperature reaches 3 ◦C in original DICE

4Consumer Price Index is used to convert to 2010 dollars
5we assumed 25 percent of urban area is coverd by building which is 1.148 milliom km2

6198 W/m2 solar radiation reaches Earth’s surface.
7Total 64.3 million km road in world with average 6 meters width equals to total 385,710

km2 road.
8we assumed 0.75 W/m2 cooling radiation per Tg S in stratosphere
935 W/m2 radiation is decreased by 20 Tg SO2

105.472 W/m2 radiation reduction needs to overcome double of CO2.
11Source of materials are Moon, Earth, and asteroid.
12Cost of painting is $0.3/m2 per year
130.53 Tg S per year mitigate radiation by 1 W/m2 and $40 billion per Tg.
141£=1.29$
154000 GtCO2 mitigated by change solar radiation by 3.42W/m2.
161.74 Tg S per year mitigates 1 W/m2 radiation.
173.8 W/m2 needs to recover doubling CO2.
18Global GDP is 33.33 trillion USD in 2001. 109 Kg nano-particles needs to offset CO2

doubling effect.
191 Mt of aerosols mitigate 0.55 W/m2 radiation.
20Using one value from each research
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model. However, it is not enough time for DAC to be effective even with high

DAC capacity. DAC of 75 GtCO2 per year with price of $45/tCO2 available

from 2030 leads to maximum atmospheric temperature of 2 ◦C while model

cannot reach this temperature if DAC start in 2060, as shown in Figure 3.11.

Moreover, DAC of 79 GtCO2 per year with price of $72/tCO2 available from

2030 leads to maximum atmospheric temperature of 2.5 ◦C while starting 2060

needs 157 GtCO2 per year with maximum price of $52/tCO2. Cost of DAC

stared in 2030 to keep atmospheric temperature below 2.5 ◦C is equal to 5.7

trillion 2010 USD per year which is 7 percent of world GDP (i.e., world GDP

equals 86 trillion USD).

SRM of 4.36 W/m2 with price of 6.545 billion 2010 USD per W/m2 per

year starts from 2030 leads to maximum atmospheric temperature of 2 ◦C as

shows in Figure 3.12. Moreover, SRM of 3.11 W/m2 with price of 6.545 billion

2010 USD per W/m2 per year leads to maximum atmospheric temperature of

2.5 ◦C for both available years of 2030 and 2060. Therefore, estimated price

of SRM is reasonable for society unlike the estimated price of DAC since it

is possible to achieve atmospheric temperature thresholds with this estimated

price. Furthermore, cost of keeping atmospheric temperature below 2.5 ◦C by

using SRM available in 2030 is only 20 billion 2010 USD per year versus 5.7

trillion 2010 USD per year when DAC is used. Thus, deploying SRM does not

require all nations effort and individual person or nation can do that unlike

the DAC. However, this does not mean we should deploy SRM immediately

due to low direct cost because it might have climatic, ecologic, and political

side effects.

Figure 3.13 shows the maximum price of DAC and SRM which leads

to specified maximum atmospheric temperature in different available years.
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Figure 3.11. Emission control rate under optimal policy while DAC is
available with associate price (2010USD/tCO2). Plot (a) shows results when
DAC is available in 2030 and plot (b) shows results when DAC is available
in 2060. 2016 model shows original DICE-2016R2 result and 2016 model,
Temp.<2.5 shows the result for DICE-2016R2 model with constraint on
atmospheric temperature be less than 2.5 ◦C.
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Figure 3.12. Emission control rate under optimal policy while SRM is
available with associate price (billion 2010 USD per W/m2 per year). Plot
(a) shows results when SRM is available in 2030 and plot (b) shows results
when SRM is available in 2060. 2016 model shows original DICE-2016R2
result and 2016 model, Temp.<2.5 shows the result for DICE-2016R2 model
with constraint on atmospheric temperature be less than 2.5 ◦C.
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Atmospheric temperature below 2 ◦C can be reached by deploying DAC of

75 GtCO2 per year with price of $45/tCO2 available from 2020 to 2040 and

131 GtCO2 per year with price of $34/tCO2 available in 2045, and cannot

be reached if it is available afterward. Also, SRM of 4.3 W/m2 with price of

1064 billion 2010 USD per W/m2 per year available from 2020-2050 leads to

maximum atmospheric temperature below 2 ◦C and it is not reachable if it is

available afterward. Therefore, there are critical years for DAC that if they

passed double of DAC capacity are needed to achieve atmospheric temperature

threshold, so the unit price should be lower to be economical. Moreover, total

cost of deployment increases if critical year is passed for example, total cost

of DAC to keep temperature below 2 ◦C available before 2040 is 3.4 trillion

2010 USD per year and 4.4 available in 2045. Thus, DAC needs to be available

soon in future to be effective otherwise we need high capacity of DAC with

lower cost to achieve the same goal. However, there is not such a critical

point for SRM and same capacity and price of SRM is needed during time

window. Therefore, SRM is more consistent and accountable in terms of price

and capacity.

Table 3.5 and 3.6 show the benefit and cost reduction of using DAC and

SRM compare original DICE-2016R2. DAC with capacity 40 GtCO2 per year

(equals current CO2 emissions) and cost of $163 per tCO2, starting in 2030

or 2060 has cost reduction of 8% (i.e., 8.4 trillion 2010 USD). Model starts

using DAC with price of $163 per tCO2 in 2080 to be economical that is why

starting year of 2030 and 2060 have same cost reduction. 80.4 trillion 2010

USD on top of current cost of DICE-2016R2 is needed to keep atmosphere

temperature below 2.5 ◦C by only using emission reduction. However, cost

reduction of 79 GtCO2 of DAC with price of $72 per tCO2 starting in 2030
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Figure 3.13. Plot (a) shows the maximum price of DAC which allows
to achieve different thresholds on atmospheric temperature. plot (b) shows
the maximum price of SRM which allows to achieve different thresholds on
atmospheric temperature. There is no constraint in model for atmospheric
temperature.
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Table 3.5. Benefits of DAC starting in 2030 or 2060 relative to standard
DICE-2016R2 results. values are present value (trillion 2010 USD).

Model
Climate
damages

Abatement
costs

DAC
costs

Total
costs

Benefit
of DAC

Cost
reduction
(%)

2016 model 84.5 20.6 105.1

2016 model,
Temp.<2.5

44.7 140.8 185.5 -80.4 -76

DAC=40
GtCO2,$163,
2030

70.3 16.9 9.5 96.7 8.4 8

DAC=79
GtCO2,$72,
2030

44.3 7.9 25.1 77.2 27.9 27

DAC=157
GtCO2,$52,
2060

35.9 3.9 25 64.9 40.2 38

is 27% to keep atmosphere temperature below 2.5 ◦C. Also, cost reduction of

157 GtCO2 of DAC with price of $52 per tCO2 starting in 2060 is 38% to

keep atmosphere temperature below 2.5 ◦C. Thus, more money can be saved

by using DAC technology even starting late to keep atmosphere temperature

below 2.5 ◦C compares to using only emission reduction policy. Moreover, cost

reduction of 3.11 W/m2 of SRM with price of $6.545 billion per W/m2 per year

starting in 2030 and 2060 are 70% and 49% respectively to keep atmosphere

temperature below 2.5 ◦C. Therefore, money can be saved by using SRM even

with suggested price in literature compare to using DAC.
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Table 3.6. Benefits of SRM starting in 2030 or 2060 relative to standard
DICE-2016R2 results. values are present value (trillion 2010 USD).

Model
Climate
damages

Abatement
costs

SRM
costs

Total
costs

Benefit
of SRM

Cost
reduction
(%)

2016 model 84.5 20.6 105.1

2016 model,
Temp.<2.5

44.7 140.8 185.5 -80.4 -76

SRM=3.11
W/m2,
$6.545, 2030

24.1 7.5 0.3 31.9 73.2 70

SRM=3.11
W/m2,
$6.545, 2060

44.3 8.8 0.1 53.2 51.9 49

3.5 Stochastic geoengineering

Section 3.3 investigates the effects and benefits of DAC and SRM when

availability of them are certain. In this section, geoengineering with specified

capacity is available with probability p. Therefore, DICE model becomes two

stage stochastic optimization problem as follows:

max
x

c′x+ E[z(x, ζ)] (3.7a)

s.t. z(x, ζ) = max
y

(Qζ + g)′y, (3.7b)

T (x)ζ + h(x) = wy , (3.7c)

where x are first stage decision variables (i.e., emission control rate and saving

rate) before starting geoengineering, y are second stage decision variables

(i.e., emission control rate and saving rate) after realization of geoengineering.

Welfare before starting geoengineering and expected welfare of all scenarios of

geoengineering realization are maximized in first stage (3.7a) and welfare of

realized geoengineering is maximized in second stage (3.7b), Equations 3.7c are
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connection between first and second stage. ζ ∈ {0, 1} are random variables,

{0} when geoengineering is not available and {1} when is available. Since

random variable ζ has a discrete distribution with two scenarios S = {s0, s1},
s0 when geoengineering is not available with probability 1 − p and s1 when

geoengineering is available with probability p, two stage stochastic problem

can be simplified to

max
x, ys

c′x+
∑
s∈[S]

ps(Qζs + g)′ys (3.8a)

s.t. T (x)ζs + h(x) = wys . (3.8b)

Lemoine et al. (2012) developed stochastic optimization on emission abate-

ment and negative emission technologies policies,and research and develop-

ment (R&D) over three time periods (between 2010 and 2099) under four

scenarios with exogenous constraint on the cumulative CO2 emissions. They

detected emission abatement policies is not affected by availability of R&D

in near term but by availability of negative emission technologies. Fuss et al.

(2013) analyzed the stochastic optimization on application of abatement and

NET (including DAC and BECCS) over three time periods (between 2010

and 2099) with exogenous constraint on the cumulative CO2 emissions. They

found emission abatement was used in all periods, whereas NET used only in

the late future.

Figure 3.14 shows DAC of 40 GtCO2 per year available in 2030 and 2060

with probability of 50 percent does not change the current emissions reduction

policy. Therefore, if there is 50 percent chance that we have technology to

capture same quantity as current emissions in 2030, we should not reduce

the emission reduction policy before that. Moreover, difference between near

term emission control rates are negligible for different probability around this
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DAC capacity for both 2030 and 2060 availability year. However, DAC of

125 GtCO2 per year available in 2030 and 2060 with probability of 50 percent

affect the near future current emissions reduction policy. Also, different prob-

abilities lead to different emission control rates for both soon and late in future

availability. Based on current installed and deployed DAC technology, there is

low probability to have high capacity DAC even as much as current emissions

before 2060. Therefore, current emissions reduction policy should be kept and

do as usual,and not reduced in hope of having DAC in future.

Unlike DAC, SRM of 3 W/m2 (i.e., equals current radiative forcing) avail-

able in 2030 and 2060 with probability of 50 percent does change the near

time emissions reduction policy, as shown in Figure 3.15. Also, SRM as low as

1 W/m2 with probability 50 percent is enough to see the changes in current

emission reduction policy . Moreover, different probabilities lead to different

emission control rates for both soon and late in future availability. Therefore,

it is better bet to invest in SRM technologies to increase the probability of

availability rather than DAC, since SRM with capacity of current radiative

forcing decreases emissions reduction policy as probability increase. But DAC

with capacity of current emissions does not affect emissions reduction policy

meaningfully by increasing probability unless the capacity is high in order of

4 times current emissions.

3.6 Conclusions

It is possible that global warming reaches 2 ◦C relative to pre-industrial

levels in 21st century with current emissions rate unless emissions are reduced

by 50 percent by 2050 and more afterward. Also, optimal emissions reduction

policy obtained by DICE-2016R2 reduces emissions by 50 percent in 2090 and
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Figure 3.14. Emission control rate under optimal policy while DAC is
available with associate probability. Plot (a) shows results when DAC is
available in 2030 and plot (b) shows results when DAC is available in 2060.
2016 model shows original DICE-2016R2 result (dotted line). Dashed lines
show emission control rate before realization of DAC which are first stage.
Solid lines show emission control rate after realization of DAC which are second
stage.
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Figure 3.15. Emission control rate under optimal policy while SRM is
available with associate probability. Plot (a) shows results when SRM is
available in 2030 and plot (b) shows results when SRM is available in 2060.
2016 model shows original DICE-2016R2 result (dotted line). Dashed lines
show emission control rate before realization of SRM which are first stage.
Solid lines show emission control rate after realization of SRM which are second
stage.
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more afterward. Therefore, geoengineering could be essential to limit global

warming well below 2 ◦C and avoid substantial damages. We assessed the

cost-benefit analysis of geoengineering in climate change. Also, we considered

availability of geoengineering to be deterministic and stochastic.

DAC and SRM with capacity of current emissions of CO2 and imbalance

energy are needed to achieve the goal of atmospheric temperature of 2.5 ◦C if

they are available in 2030. However, DAC with capacity of 5 times more than

current emissions is needed to achieve that goal if it is available in 2060. On

the contrary, same amount of imbalance energy is needed to reach that goal

for SRM available in 2060. Thus, SRM is effective with same capacity even

it is available late in future, in contrast of DAC which needed much higher

capacity for availability late in future. DAC needs to be available before critical

years to be effective for achieving specific temperature threshold otherwise we

need much high capacity of DAC around double to achieve the same goal.

However,there is not such a critical point for SRM and same capacity of SRM

is needed.

Moreover, effect of increasing DAC capacity on decreasing accumulated

imbalance energy is more when DAC is available sooner rather than later.

Whereas, SRM has the same efficiency available soon or late and availability

time has low impact on effect of increasing SRM capacity on decreasing imbal-

ance energy. Furthermore, DAC has less effectiveness in high capacity when

it is available late while effectiveness is constant by changing capacity when

it is available soon. In contrast SRM has same effectiveness even in high

SRM capacity. Therefore, SRM acts quick and its effects can be seen early,

also it has same effectiveness in early and late availability. However, its

impact is temporary with short lifetime and it would be vanished shortly after
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termination. On the other hand, DAC acts slowly and takes a while to see its

result, also there is a significant difference between early and late availability

due to slow pace of its effectiveness. However, its effect is permanent and lasts

longer after termination. Thus, SRM can be used as short term solution in

urgent situation while working on DAC to deploy as permanent solution.

Our estimation of 163 $/tCO2 for DAC is high for society and model does

not decide to use DAC to control global warming, so atmospheric temperature

below 3 ◦C cannot be reached. However, it is possible to achieve atmospheric

temperature thresholds with our estimation price of 6.545 billion 2010 USD per

W/m2 per year for SRM. Furthermore, cost of keeping atmospheric temper-

ature below 2.5 ◦C by using SRM available in 2030 is only 20 billion 2010

USD per year versus 5.7 trillion 2010 USD per year when DAC is used. Thus,

deploying SRM does not require all nations effort and individual person or

nation can do that unlike the DAC. However, this does not mean we should

deploy SRM immediately due to low direct cost because it might have climatic,

ecologic, and political side effects.

Difference between near term emission control rates are negligible for

different probabilities of DAC availability with capacity around current emis-

sions for both 2030 and 2060 availability year. Also, based on current installed

and deployed DAC technology, there is low probability to have high capacity

DAC even as much as current emissions before 2060. Therefore, current

emissions reduction policy should be kept and do as usual,and not reduced

in hope of having DAC in future. Moreover, different probabilities of SRM

availability lead to different emission control rates for both soon and late in

future availability. Therefore,it is better bet to invest in SRM technologies

to increase the probability of availability rather than DAC, since SRM with
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capacity of current radiative forcing decreases emissions reduction policy as

probability increase. But DAC with capacity of current emissions does not

affect emissions reduction policy meaningfully by increasing probability unless

the capacity is high in order of 4 times current emissions.
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Chapter 4

The effect of economic shocks and

substitutability of consumption and climate

health on the optimal emission mitigation

policy

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we assess interaction between CO2 concentration, global

warming, and economic growth. We are investigating the effect of possible

economic shock on the optimal mitigation pathway in the near-term. CO2

emissions generated by humans due to economic activities cause climate change

which raises economic growth issues like reducing productivity of agricul-

ture. Therefore, Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) such as DICE try to

define interactions between climate change and economic systems. Figure 4.1

presents the influence diagram of DICE model. Economic activities cause CO2

emissions and accumulated CO2 in atmosphere raises the atmospheric temper-

ature which leads to climate change and economic damage. However, climate

damage and corresponding economic damage can be reduced by applying

emission reduction policies. But these policies include abatement cost which

reduce economic growth.

The effect of industrial and natural emissions on climate change is widely

studied and modeled in different IAMs. However, there are some questions that

have not been investigated such as effect of quick change of economy situation
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Figure 4.1. Influence diagram of DICE model.

on climate change and climate policies like emissions reduction policies. Also,

one of the main questions in the economic analysis of the climate change

that needs to be investigated and answered is the amount of consumption

that should be reduced to mitigate climate damage or should be saved for

future investment in emission reduction techniques. Moreover, IAM models

like DICE assume that climate damage caused by current generations can be

compensated to future generations by transferring economic wealth to them.

However, there is a possibility that we could not do that such as economic

shock which prevent us to transfer wealth to future generation. Therefore, we

should consider this uncertainty in our economy-climate model and effects of

economic shocks on near-term climate mitigation policies should be assessed.

Daily CO2 emissions in 2020 before April during COVID-19 mandatory

confinement reduced by 17% (17 MtCO2d−1) compare to daily average in 2019

(Le Quéré et al., 2020). Which is equal to optimal emission reduction rate

(i.e., 18%) in DICE-2016R2. Also, this emission reduction would be around

7% if worldwide restrictions stay until end of 2020. Moreover, maximum daily

emissions reduced on average by 26% in individual country. Which surface

transportation with 7.5 MtCO2d−1 reduction has the largest contribution to

the emission reduction and aviation sector has the largest relative reduction
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by 60%. Khurshid and Khan (2021) studied the effect of the COVID-19 shock.

They estimated the GDP growth would be decreased by 1.35 percentage points

in 2020, 1.32 percentage points in 2021, and 1.25 percentage points in the next

4 years due to the pandemic shock. Also, average temperature would decrease

by 0.05 ◦C in 2020 and 0.02 ◦C in 2021 in Pakistan. Therefore, economic

shocks like COVID-19 can cause less CO2 emissions due to decreasing produc-

tion caused by economic shrinkage. However, economic growth is needed to

investment in mitigation due to current CO2 concentration in atmosphere, even

though economic shock reduces the emissions. On the other hand, economic

shrinkage cause less available resources to invest on emissions mitigation and

technology development and deployment. Thus, any economic shock has good

and bad effects on climate change. Economic shocks are defined as sudden

events that cause a considerable impact on the economy (Besser et al., 2008).

Therefore, we are investigating the effect of economic shock on climate

change by sensitivity analysis to find out economic shock mitigates climate

change or makes it worse in long term due to lack of investment in emission

reduction technologies. Apart from above, there is a little known about the

quantitative and qualitative effect of climate change on economic growth.

Climate change raises macroeconomic issues and changes economic growth

in different ways such as decreasing productivity, destroying assets in climate

events, or changing consumption and production pattern like switching from

productive investment to more adaptive options.

Climate policies try to answer the one main question which is how much

current consumption should be decreased to reduce the climate change conse-

quences in future. Most climate policy models are willing to pay more than

the expected value of future climate change effects in order to decrease their
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uncertainty due to their embedded risk aversion characteristic. Also, there is

controversial debate over the discount rate of future damage due to climate

change. Discount rate affects how much we are willing to pay to prevent

damages in future. Most models such as DICE uses high discount rate as

opposed to the Stern Review (Stern et al., 2006) which assumed a near zero

discount rate. Higher discount rate implies less willingness to pay now to

prevent future damage, which, in turn, produces lower carbon tax.

Estimate of economist about climate damages is significantly optimistic

compare to scientist for following reasons: they assumed about 90% economic

activities are unaffected by climate change since they take place indoors,

using current interaction between temperature and GDP as representation

of the effect of climate change over time, and using positive expectation from

economist and weakened warning from scientist (Keen, 2020). DICE assumes

manufacturing, mining, transportation, communication, finance, insurance and

real estate, retail and wholesale trade, and government services are negli-

gibly affected by climate damage since happen indoors or underground, which

includes 87% of total GDP (Nordhaus, 1991).

Climate change affects consumption in different ways such as change in

ecosystem, human health, and natural hazards. Climate change would increase

health problems which changes labor productivity and, cost and demand for

health care. First one has direct effect on economy and health cost only

affects demand of health care (Bosello et al., 2006). Also, Bigano et al.

(2008) estimated 25 cm sea level rise due to climate change causes GDP

loss from 0.1% in South East Asia to almost zero in Canada. Growth and

development in economy and investment in skills and access to capital decrease

the vulnerability to climate change (Bowen et al., 2012). Also, low income and
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developing countries are more vulnerable because of more sensitive economy

to climate change like high dependency on agriculture, and a lower adaptivity

and ability to deal with climate change (Bowen et al., 2012; Eboli et al., 2010).

Economic growth causes more emissions but also increase the adaptive capacity

and mostly decrease sensitivity to climate change.

We investigated the effect of economic shock on climate change and we

found that awareness of a large economic shock in the future has a surprisingly

tiny effect on the optimal near-term abatement path in DICE. Then, we

assessed whether this has to do with the default utility function in DICE

that takes only per-capita consumption as an input. As an alternative, we

implemented a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function that

includes consumption and climate health as inputs, where we can control the

degree of substitutability between the two to reflect the limited ability to

substitute economic wellbeing for a desirable climate.

Climate damage in DICE is a quadratic function of temperature that it

is based on limited evidence with a lot of uncertainty and does not include

tipping points or sharp thresholds (Nordhaus and Sztorc, 2013). Moreover,

effect of temperature change on GDP has been decreased from 1999 version

of DICE to 2018 version from 0.0035 (i.e., GDP decreased by 0.35% times

temperature change squared) to 0.00227. Keen (2020) believes main flaws of

DICE model is not high discount rate, but the relative small damages.

Large portion of climate damage is attributed to environmental ameni-

ties (such as increasing temperature, biodiversity reduction, or destruction

of ecosystem) rather than consumption (Gollier, 2010). Nordhaus (1994)

estimated 38 percent of climate damage is attributed to non market goods,

while Howard and Sylvan (2015)’s estimation is 50 percent. Scientists believe
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relative price of non market goods (i.e., environmental amenities such as

clean air and water, biodiversity, and ecosystem) should be considered in

climate policy. As environmental amenities become rare their relative price

will increase which potentially have similarly sized effects as discounting (Hoel

and Sterner, 2007).

The effects of economic shocks on optimal near-term abatement likely

depend on the form of the utility function, and there are reasons to believe

that the utility function in DICE implicitly assumes too much substitutability

between economic and climate well being. DICE model considers effect of

climate change on non market goods in it damage function (Nordhaus, 2008).

However, it does not include non market goods and restricted substitutability

with market goods in its welfare function. Also, DICE assumes perfect substi-

tutability means, one dollar climate damages can be compensated by one

dollar consumption. Thus, we are richer and have higher welfare in future in

spite of climate damage and climate damage can be substituted with market

goods (Sterner and Persson, 2008). Moreover, DICE considers macroeconomic

shock of climate change in its damage and welfare function; however, it does

not include non-tangible effect of climate change such as desire of living in

cold weather or being in outdoor in its welfare function. Also, there is no

increase limitation in mitigation level between two time steps in the DICE.

Which misses to consider the real world inertia, low-emission technology avail-

ability, and construction time. So, we are trying to modify the damage

function and climate damage component in welfare function of DICE model

to include the substitutability of environmental amenities. Therefore, we

explicitly separate non market goods and other consumption and use constant

elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function which allows us to vary the
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degree of substitutability between consumption and climate health. However,

even though this CES utility function leads to higher near-term abatement,

DICE remains largely unaffected by the impending shock. Therefore, we

hypothesized that the rigidity of the near-term emissions path stems from

the combination of (1) future generations that will be much richer than us due

to economic growth, and (2) the utility function is so concave that climate

damages are simply absorbed by richer future generations with barely any

effect on their utility. Then we performed some model diagnostic experiments

that essentially proved that getting rid of either of these two features is enough

to start making DICE more sensitive to economic shocks.

4.2 Literature review

Most researches in climate change assessed the effect of climate shock

(i.e., tipping points) on the economic growth and climate policies. However,

they have not similarly considered the effects of economic shocks that are not

necessarily related to the climate. We are investigating the effect of non climate

related shocks such as war, economic crisis, or a pandemic disease on the

economic growth and climate policies. Lemoine and Traeger (2016) developed

stochastic version of DICE with possibility of occurring tipping point at each

time step. They included three tipping points: temperature feedback (i.e.,

increasing climate sensitivity), carbon sink (i.e., decreasing carbon sink), and

economic damage (i.e., increasing climate damage). The economic damage has

the largest effect and stricter policy which increases the optimal carbon tax by

30% in 2015 and decreases optimal emissions peak by 2 GtC and temperature

peak by 0.6 ◦C. While temperature feedback leads to half of these results.

Expecting all three decreases emissions peak by 3 GtC and temperature peak
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by 1 ◦C. Similarly, Lemoine and Traeger (2014) modeled temperature and

carbon sink tipping points in DICE with one-year time step. They found

tipping point of climate sensitivity to 6 ◦C increase optimal carbon tax by 35%

and carbon sink tipping point which weakens carbon sink by 75% increases

optimal carbon tax by 40% in year 2015.

Lontzek et al. (2015) developed the stochastic version of DICE where

occurring the tipping events is formulated as Markovian process. They found

carbon tax would be increased by 50% in 2005 compare to original DICE

estimation while they assumed the tipping event causes 10% reduction in

global GDP in 50 years. Also, they suggested that climate model should

discount climate damages at a lower rate. Moreover, optimal policy including

stochastic tipping event differs significantly from original climate policy and

current carbon tax is underestimated.

Other researches consider non market goods on their models such as Sterner

and Persson (2008) implemented relative price of environmental amenities (non

market goods) to the DICE model and showed stringent abatement policy

compare to the original DICE. Also, Cai et al. (2015) modeled stochastic

version of DICE including irreversible tipping points that have both market

and non market impacts to find optimal climate policy. They also considered

both market and non market benefit in their welfare function (Hoel and

Sterner, 2007; Weitzman et al., 2009). They showed occurring tipping point

which decreases the market and non market goods by 5%, increases carbon

tax from 45$/tC to 154$/tC.

Taylor et al. (2016) developed a demand-driven model of interactions

between GHG concentration, global warming, and economic growth. Also they

assessed their effects on employment, productivity, and income distribution
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(i.e., profits and wages). They found economy can be stabilized at high income

level with low atmospheric CO2 concentration level by only investing 1% of

world GDP in mitigation policies. Eboli et al. (2010) assess the effect of climate

change on agriculture, energy demand, human health, tourism and sea-level

rise. They found emissions and economic growth do not change extremely

at global level. However, developing countries experience significant effects of

climate change.

In the same way some researches try to assess the difference between effect

of climate change on poor and rich countries. Dell et al. (2012) investigate

the effect of temperature and precipitation on economies in poor and rich

countries. They find three main results. First, temperature increase signif-

icantly decreases economic growth only in poor countries as 1 ◦C increase

decreases economic growth rates by 1.39 percentage point, agricultural output

growth by 2.66, and industrial output growth by 2.04. Second, temperature

increase diminishes both output level and growth rate. Third, temperature

increase affects wide range of channel such as agriculture, industry, innovation,

and political stability. They suggest implementing following modifications in

current IAMs, considering wider range of channels such as industrial value

added and political instability as 1 ◦C raise increases the likelihood of tran-

sitions of leader by 3.1 percentage points in poor countries; building model

based on both poor and rich countries since poor countries are affected more

severely by temperature increase than rich countries; adding possibility that

both output level and growth rate are affected by climate change.

Moore and Diaz (2015) implemented the impacts of temperature on GDP

growth rate estimated by Dell et al. (2012) in the DICE through slowing total

factor productivity growth or accelerating capital depreciation. They split the
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DICE into two regions, poor and rich countries, and modified damage function

for each region. They showed the model with affected TFP and capital by

climate change produces significantly higher SCC and optimal mitigation rate.

Climate change affects both market consumption and non market consump-

tion (i.e., environmental amenities). Also, relative price of non market goods

increase as they become more scarce in future. Moreover, there is some limi-

tation to substitute these non market goods with other consumption. Thus,

Hoel and Sterner (2007) proposed to use constant elasticity of substitution

(CES) utility function which includes both market and non market goods.

They developed a model to assess the discount rate and relative price of

environmental amenities. Afterward, Sterner and Persson (2008) amended

this utility function to DICE model and found optimal climate policy based

on this new function. Cai et al. (2015) used proposed utility function by Hoel

and Sterner (2007) to find optimal climate policy while there is a possibility of

irreversible tipping point. Gollier (2010) estimates discount rate of biodiversity

as 1.5% and consumption discount rate as 3.2%. Also, Drupp and Hänsel

(2021) calibrated social time preference of DICE model to 0.9% (i.e., 0.6

percentage point lower than original DICE-2016 model) by considering relative

price of non market goods which increases the SCC by 50%.

4.3 Effect of economic shock on original DICE

We are investigating the effect of economic shocks on original DICE model

in this section. Initially we consider model loses 50% of capital in 2060 and

compare original model’s emission policy to aware and not aware models. In

the aware model, model knows the economic shock will happen in 2060 and

start optimally preparing for that from the beginning. In the not aware model,
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Table 4.1. Effect of 50% capital loss on original DICE, values are discounted
present value by social time preference (i.e., 0.015)(trillion 2010 USD)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consumption Welfare

2016 model 234.7 1476.1 52259.1 39364.1 25214.3

50% capital loss
in 2060, aware
model

228.5 1460.3 51794.5 38991.5 25124.7

50% capital loss
in 2060, not
aware model

228.5 1466.3 51830.7 38990.6 25124.4

model does not know the economic shock will happen and does as usual until

2060 then responds to economic shock after 2060. Capital represents physical

assets such as factories, companies, farms rather than knowledge assets which

affect productivity. Table 4.1 shows the costs, output, and welfare (objective

value) for each model. There are some interesting results which might not

be expected. Not aware model has higher total present discounted net output

(i.e., gross output minus abatement and damage costs) which we expect reverse

because aware model knows from the beginning and has more time to react to

economic shock. Not aware model invests money instead of using to increase

emission control rate, so it has 42 trillion dollar more gross output. While

aware model increases emission control rate which leads to 6 trillion dollar less

total cost. Since the difference in gross output is higher than the difference in

total cost, not aware model has higher net output (36 trillion dollar). Also,

aware model has slightly higher consumption, because it has lower net output

but it saves less (i.e., 37 trillion dollar less).

Figure 4.2 shows emission control rate for aware and not aware models.

As we see aware model does not increase the emission control rate even though
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it knows the economic shock will happen from the beginning. Also, emission

control rate in both models converge to original model rate in 2095. It shows

50% capital loss does not change model as we expected and has minor effect

in model. There are two main reasons for this response to economic shock.

Firstly, utility of consumption (welfare function) is a concave function due

to value of elasticity of marginal utility of consumption (i.e., 1.45), Figure

4.3. Therefore, marginal utility of consumption decreases as consumption

increases. Thus, near-term consumption change has more effect on welfare

than future consumption change. So it really would take a lot of additional

future consumption to justify sacrificing near-term consumption. Also, future

utility is counted less heavily in the welfare objective due to social time

preference and discounting. Secondly, future generations are wealthier than

current generation due to growth rate of TFP and constant increasing TFP.

Therefore, future generations are always located on right end of the utility

function which has flatter slope. Thus, future generations can tolerate climate

damage more and losing consumption due to climate damage does not have

much effect on their utility. Therefore, aware model does not increase the

emission control rate in near future to prevent climate damage in future,

because consumption in near future has more effect on the welfare and future

generations are wealthy enough to deal with climate damage.

Moreover, 50% capital loss only decreases gross output by 10%. Gross

output can be evaluated by

ygross(t) = al(t) ∗ (l(t)/1000)1−Γ ∗K(t)Γ , (4.1)

where al(t) is total factor productivity at time t; l(t) is population; k(t)

is capital; Γ is capital elasticity in production function (i.e., 0.3). K(t)Γ
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Figure 4.2. Emission control rate of models with 50% capital loss in 2060.
Aware model knows from the beginning about the shock. Not aware model
does not know about the shock before 2060 and does as usual before 2060.
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has concave shape with slope smaller than 1 for capital higher than 1. So,

when capital decreases by 50% , K(t)Γ decreases only by 20%. Also, al(t) ∗

(l(t)/1000)1−Γ increases by 10% from 2055 to 2060. Therefore, 50% capital

loss only decreases gross output by 10%. That is one reason why emission

control rate in aware model does not differ from original DICE.

To assess how big of a deal the 50% capital loss is in DICE, we equate

50% capital loss welfare to impact to equivalent changes involving the climate

and emissions. Table 4.2 shows models which have same welfare value as 50%

capital loss. First model, maximum possible atmospheric temperature is 2.445

◦C. So, we added a constraint to ensure that. Second model, atmospheric

CO2 concentration is increased by 89% (i.e., 793 GtC) in 2020. Third model,

emission control rate is increased by 242% for years before 2060. First and

third models give better climate with less total cost and higher net output and

consumption compare to capital shock. On the other hand second model give

worse climate with higher total cost and lower net output and consumption.

This shows if we invest capital in climate we will end up with same objective

value as losing 50% of capital while we have better climate and more money

to consume.

Figure 4.4 shows emission control rate for these models. Only model with

temperature constraint(i.e., first model) and model with increasing control

rate (i.e., third model) have different emission control rate. As we see emission

control rate of model with CO2 concentration increase is same as original DICE

model. Moreover, even if we increase the CO2 concentration in 2020 by 129%

(i.e., 1150 GtC) still has the same emission control rate as original DICE model.

Utility of consumption (welfare function) is a concave function, so marginal

utility of consumption decreases as consumption increases. Therefore, near-
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Table 4.2. Models with same welfare value as 50% capital loss, values are
discounted present value by social time preference (i.e., 0.015)(trillion 2010
USD)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consumption Welfare

Temp. < 2.445
◦C

593 485 53129 40018 25124

89% increases in
CO2 Conc. in
2020

231 2825 50343 37916 25124

242% increases
in Emission
control rate
before 2060

501 859 52737 39722 25124

50% capital loss
in 2060, not
aware model

228 1466 51831 38991 25124

term consumption has more effect on welfare because consumption increases in

time. Also, increasing emission control rate has lag and we can see the effect of

that in future not instantly. Thus, model does not invest on climate in near-

term to have lower total cost and higher consumption in future which has

less effect on welfare. Moreover, future generations are wealthier than current

generation in DICE model and they can tolerate climate damage more. So,

increasing the emission control rate in near future is not economical for model

even with current higher CO2 concentration. Also, if CO2 concentrations at

atmosphere were 500 GtC from 2020 to 2080 and 50% capital loss happens in

2060, it would lead to same welfare as original DICE model.

Economic shock mostly is represented by dropping in GDP. Most researches

used Cobb-Douglas production function to evaluate GDP and each component

in this function can be changed to represent economic shock. Previous litera-
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ture changed following components to show economic shock: capital stock and

depreciation rate on capital (Taylor et al., 2016; Moore and Diaz, 2015; Halle-

gatte et al., 2007); labor (Taylor et al., 2016; Bosello et al., 2006); productivity

(Moore and Diaz, 2015; Fernald et al., 2009). We consider economic shock

caused by non climate event like war, economic crisis, or a pandemic disease.

Thus, we are investigating the effect of loss in capital stock, labor, total factor

productivity growth rate, and GDP which have temporary effect and economy

can restore itself after couple years. We do not consider depreciation rate

on capital and productivity which have permanent effect and usually caused

by irreversible tipping point of climate event. Productivity in each industry

corresponds to our knowledge in that industry. Therefore, we consider total

factor productivity growth rate instead of productivity which shows growth

rate of productivity would be decreased by economic shock due to closing

R&D section of companies and slowing down the improving the knowledge

rather than losing knowledge.

We assess the effect of 20% GDP loss and 20% loss in each GDP’s compo-

nents in year 2060 on climate policy. All models do not know the economic

shock will happen and do as usual until 2060 then respond to economic shock

after 2060. We consider 20% of labor force is lost due to economic shock like

they went to war or they are sick and they cannot work and produce, however

population and consumer is same. Figure 4.5 shows emission control rate

for different models and Table 4.3 shows outputs of these models. Emission

control rate in all models converge to original model rate in 2080 which shows

economic shock only affects climate policy for 20 years. Economic shock in

TFP growth rate has the least effect on the climate policy and capital and

labor loss cause the same climate policy. However, labor loss gives lower
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Figure 4.5. Emission control rate of models with 20% loss in 2060.

maximum temperature and concentration compare to capital loss while it has

lower welfare value. So, perhaps there is something problematic about utility

function. Also, comparing original DICE and GDP loss shows we would end

up with better climate with lower temperature and concentration if shock

happens while we are not as wealthy. Moreover, TFP loss gives the highest

temperature and concentration which shows the importance of productivity

growth rate and investment in R&D. If 20% TFP growth rate loss remains

after 2060, climate policy becomes more stringent and emission control rate

increases. Since TFP growth rate decreases each time step by 20% future

generation in this model is not as wealthy as original DICE model, as you

can see output in this model is a lot lower than original model. So, future

generation cannot tolerate the climate damage as much and social cost of

carbon is higher compare to original model. Therefore, model increases the

emission reduction in near future to prevent the climate damage in future.
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Table 4.3. Effect of 20% economic loss on original DICE, values are
discounted present value by social time preference (i.e., 0.015)(trillion
2010 USD), Maximum temperature (C), Maximum CO2 concentration at
atmosphere (GtC)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consum
-ption

Welfare
Max.
temp.

Max.
conc.

2016 model 235 1476 52259 39364 25214 4.08 1343

20% GDP
loss in 2060

231 1463 51930 39145 25163 4.07 1340

20% capital
loss in 2060

5232 1474 52109 39231 25185 4.08 1343

20% labor
loss in 2060

232 1467 52022 39207 25178 4.07 1341

20% TFP
growth rate
loss in 2060

229 1457 51455 38758 25185 4.09 1343

20% TFP
growth rate
loss contin-
uously after
2060

193 1155 41260 31026 24956 4.06 1329
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Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6 shows the effect of combination of stringent

climate policy and economic shock on DICE results. First model, 20% GDP

loss happens in 2060. Second model, the emission control rates are set to 1

for years before 2060 which means there is no industrial emissions for those

years. Third model, the emission control rates are 1 for years before 2060 and

18.4% GDP loss happens in 2060. Thus, GDP in 2060 of third model is equal

to GDP of first model in 2060(i.e., 298 trillion USD). We need to emphasize

again that both first and third models have same GDP in 2060 after shock

happened which means models have same amount of money to start with

to restore the economy but different climate situation. Comparing first and

third models shows if we invest in climate and increase the emission control

rate then economic shock happens we would be in the better position which

is lower temperature and concentration and higher consumption compare to

doing as usual then economic shock happens. However, first model has higher

welfare. Welfare function has concave shape so near-term consumption has

more effect on welfare than future consumption, also future utility is counted

less heavily in the welfare objective less due to social time preference. Thus,

first model has higher welfare than third model while third model has higher

consumption, because first model has higher consumption in near future and

third model has less because it used capital to decrease the emissions and

increases the emission control rate.

By this comparison we showed if we invest in climate and shock happens

our investment is safe and we can pass it to next generation which leads to

better climate instead of saving money that might be lost by economic shocks.

However, welfare value might be lower for model which has higher consumption

and lower temperature and concentration. This incompatibility is due to social
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time preference (i.e., importance of welfare in future compare to present), risk

aversion parameter (i.e., elasticity of marginal utility of consumption), damage

function, and absence of non market goods (i.e., environmental amenities)

in utility function. Also, DICE model does not show reaction to economic

shock even if it knows it is happening (Figure 4.2) and the economic shocks

have a surprisingly tiny effect on optimal near-term climate policy with the

default utility function, so perhaps there is something problematic about it.

Which shows the rigidity of DICE model and low effect of climate damage

due to substitutability of environmental amenities with market goods. DICE

assumes perfect substitutability means, one dollar climate damages can be

compensated by one dollar consumption, and the climate damage can be

compensated by higher consumption (Sterner and Persson, 2008). Thus, DICE

does not increase the emission control rate because future generations are

wealthy enough to substitute the climate damage with market goods. So, we

are trying to modify the damage function and climate damage component in

utility function of DICE model to include the substitutability of environmental

amenities and get more consistent result between welfare value, consumption

and climate output. Since it allows us to limit the substitutability between

consumption and climate health as we would intuitively expect to be the case.

In the next section we modify utility function and add non market goods

component in utility function to assess whether optimal near-term climate

policy is more sensitive to future economic shocks when consumption and a

desirable environment are not as easily substitutable.
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Table 4.4. Effect of stringent climate policy and economic shock on
original DICE, values are discounted present value by social time preference
(i.e., 0.015)(trillion 2010 USD), Maximum temperature (C), Maximum CO2

concentration at atmosphere (GtC)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consum
-ption

Welfare
Max.
temp.

Max.
conc.

20% GDP
loss in 2060

231 1463 51930 39145 25163 4.07 1340

Emission
control rate
of 1 before
2060

533 797 52743 39740 25059 3.2 1085

Emission
control rate
of 1 and
18.4% GDP
loss in 2060

1530 787 52442 39539 25011 3.2 1081
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Figure 4.6. Emission control rate of models with 20% loss in 2060. Emission
control rates are set to 1 before 2060 in MIU to 1. Emission control rates are
set to 1 and 18.4% of GDP is lost in 2060 in MIU to 1+18.4% GDP loss.
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4.3.1 Modified DICE model

Climate change affects both market consumption and non market consump-

tion (i.e., environmental amenities). Also, relative price of non market goods

(i.e., environmental amenities such as clean air and water, biodiversity, and

ecosystem) increase as they become more scare and should be considered in

climate policy. DICE model considers effect of climate change on non market

goods in damage function (Nordhaus, 2008). However, it does not include non

market goods and restricted substitutability with market goods in its utility

function. Moreover, there is some limitation to substitute these non market

goods with other consumption. Therefore, we explicitly separate non market

goods and other consumption and use constant elasticity of substitution (CES)

utility function which includes non market goods.

We use CES utility function proposed by Hoel and Sterner (2007),

U(C(t), E(t)) =
1

1− α
[(1− γ)C(t)1−1/σ + γE(t)1−1/σ]

(1−α)σ
(σ−1) , (4.2)

where C(t) is per capita consumption at time t, E(t) is non market goods at

time t, σ is elasticity of substitution between market and non market goods, α

is elasticity of marginal utility of consumption and γ is the share of non market

goods in the utility function. If relative price of non market goods increase

by 1% then demand of them would decline by σ%. So, lower elasticity of

substitution means, consumers are willing to substitute non market goods less

as price of them increase. Also, non market goods would be changed only by

changing atmospheric temperature and is given by the following equation:

E(t) =
E0

1 + ψT (t)2
, (4.3)
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where T (t) is change in atmospheric temperature compared to pre-industrial

levels at time t, E0 is the initial level of non market goods in 2015, and ψ is a

non market damage parameter.

Initial non market goods in 2015 is assumed to be equal to consumption

goods in 2015. Value of γ ranges from 0.02 to 0.29 (Gollier, 2010; Hoel and

Sterner, 2007; Cai et al., 2015; Kopp et al., 2012). We choose γ as 0.1 since

it is a conservative choice and most common used value. Drupp and Hänsel

(2021) gathered 40 empirical estimations of elasticity of substitution, which

ranges from 0.3 to 10 with the mean of 1.29. Also, the range of elasticity

of substitution based on expert judgment is from 0.5 to 1 (Gollier, 2010;

Kopp et al., 2012; Sterner and Persson, 2008). We choose 0.5 as elasticity

of consumption since it is most common used and proposed by Sterner and

Persson (2008). Cai et al. (2015) used 0.0034 as ψ and Drupp and Hänsel

(2021) used 0.01604. We use 0.01604 as ψ since it is most recent and calibrated

by Drupp and Hänsel (2021).

Firstly, we are assessing the effect of 50% capital loss in 2060 on DICE

model with CES utility function. Figure 4.7 shows emission control rate for

aware and not aware models. Model with CES utility function has stringent

climate policy (i.e., higher emission control rate) compare to original DICE

due to lower elasticity of substation and additive effect of non market goods in

utility function. As we see aware model does not increase the emission control

rate even though it knows the economic shock will happen from the beginning.

Reasons for that are concavity of the utility of consumption function and

economic growth rate. Which has the same result as original DICE, CES

aware model has the same shape and effect in emission control rate as original

DICE aware model (i.e Figure 4.2). However, it has higher emission control
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Figure 4.7. Emission control rate of models with 50% capital loss in 2060.
Aware model knows from the beginning about the shock. Not aware model
does not know about the shock before 2060 and does as usual before 2060.

rate 0.5 instead of 0.4 in year 2055. Emission control rate in both aware

and not aware models converge to original model rate in 2085. It shows 50%

capital loss does not change model as we expected and has minor effect in

model. Which matches with original DICE and shows that the tiny effect of

future economic shocks on optimal near-term climate policy persists even when

the utility functions follows a CES form with non-market goods represented

explicitly.

Table 4.5 shows the results of modified DICE with elasticity of substitution

of 0.5, modified DICE knows about the capital loss from the beginning and

model does not know about capital loss. Model with CES utility function has

stringent climate policy which leads to lower atmospheric temperature and

concentration. Not aware model has higher net output than aware model.
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Table 4.5. Effect of 50% capital loss on modified DICE, values are discounted
present value by social time preference (i.e., 0.015)(trillion 2010 USD)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consum
-ption

Welfare
Max.
temp.

Max.
conc.

2016 model 235 1476 52259 39364 25214 4.08 1343

CES 0.5 299 1170 52388 39559 25440 3.64 1210

50% capital
loss in 2060,
aware model

287 1170 51909 39175 25356 3.66 1215

50% capital
loss in 2060,
not aware
model

287 1175 51945 39176 25356 3.66 1216

Not aware model invests money instead of using to increase emission control

rate, so it has more gross output. While aware model increases emission control

rate which leads to less total cost. Since the difference in gross output is higher

than the difference in total cost, not aware model has higher net output. Also,

not aware model has slightly higher consumption, because it has higher net

output which is opposite result of original DICE. Moreover, both aware and

not aware have same abatement cost, maximum atmospheric temperature and

concentration. Which shows knowing about economic shock does not change

the optimal climate policy even with 50% capital loss.

Table 4.6 shows models which have same welfare value as 50% capital loss.

First model, maximum possible atmospheric temperature is 2.396 ◦C. Second

model, atmospheric CO2 concentration is increased by 68% (i.e., 606 GtC)

in 2020. Third model, emission control rate is increased by 194% for years

before 2060. First and third models give better climate with less total cost

and higher net output and consumption compare to capital shock. On the
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Table 4.6. Models with same welfare value as 50% capital loss on modified
DICE, values are discounted present value by social time preference (i.e.,
0.015)(trillion 2010 USD)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consum
-ption

Welfare
Max.
temp.

Max.
conc.

Temp. <
2.396 ◦C

606 462 52905 39968 25356 2.40 895

68%
increases
in CO2

Conc. in
2020

297 2196 50920 38454 25356 4.78 1578

194%
increases
in Emission
control rate
before 2060

579 621 52737 39829 25356 2.78 978

50% capital
loss in 2060,
not aware
model

287 1175 51945 39176 25356 3.66 1216

other hand second model give worse climate with higher total cost and lower

net output and consumption. This shows if we invest capital in climate we

will end up with same objective value as losing 50% of capital while we have

better climate and more money to consume.

Figure 4.8 shows emission control rate for these models with same welfare

value. Only model with temperature constraint(i.e., first model) and model

with increasing control rate (i.e., third model) have different emission control

rate. As we see emission control rate of model with CO2 concentration increase

is same as DICE with CES.

Figure 4.9 shows emission control rate for different models with 20%
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Figure 4.8. Emission control rate of models with same welfare value as 50%
capital loss in 2060.

economic loss and Table 4.7 shows outputs of these models. Emission control

rate in all models converge to CES model rate in 2090 which shows economic

shock only affects climate policy for 30 years. Which is 10 years more than

original DICE model and 20% economic loss. Since CES models have stringent

climate policy compare to DICE 2016, they converge in emission control rate

of 1 which is a DICE’s constraint. Economic shock in TFP growth rate has

the least effect on the climate policy and capital and labor loss cause the

same climate policy. Opposite to the original DICE model (Table 4.3) if GDP

shock happens we would end up with worse climate with higher temperature

and concentration while we are not as wealthy. Because CES model is more

stringent and invest more money in climate and if shock happens there is not

enough money to invest in climate which leads to worse climate condition.

On the other hand, original DICE is less stringent and invest money instead
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Figure 4.9. Emission control rate of models with 20% loss in 2060.

of using for climate and if shock happens there is less emission because of

less production which leads to better climate condition. Moreover, if 20%

TFP growth rate loss remains after 2060, climate policy is same as one time

TFP loss which is opposite to the original DICE model where becomes more

stringent and emission control rate increases. Continuous TFP growth loss

makes future generation not as wealthy as original DICE model. So, future

generation cannot tolerate the climate damage as much and social cost of

carbon is higher compare to original model. Therefore, model increases the

emission reduction in near future to prevent the climate damage in future.

However, CES model is already stringent and uses highest possible emission

control rate. Therefore, adding continuous TFP growth rate loss to the CES

model does not change the climate policy.

Table 4.8 and Figure 4.10 shows the effect of combination of stringent

climate policy and economic shock on modified DICE results. Third model,
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Table 4.7. Effect of 20% economic loss on modified DICE, values
are discounted present value by social time preference (i.e., 0.015)(trillion
2010 USD), Maximum temperature (C), Maximum CO2 concentration at
atmosphere (GtC)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consum
-ption

Welfare
Max.
temp.

Max.
conc.

CES 0.5 299 1170 52388 39559 25440 3.64 1210

20% GDP
loss in 2060

291 1167 52047 39332 25391 3.65 1211

20% capital
loss in 2060

294 1173 52233 39422 25412 3.65 1213

20% labor
loss in 2060

294 1173 52233 39422 25412 3.65 1213

20% TFP
growth rate
loss in 2060

292 1158 51576 38947 25414 3.65 1212

20% TFP
growth rate
loss contin-
uously after
2060

250 955 41276 31123 25210 3.66 1212
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20% GDP loss happens in 2060. Fourth model, the emission control rates are

set to 1 for years before 2060 which means there is no industrial emissions for

those years. Fifth model, the emission control rates are 1 for years before 2060

and 18.6% GDP loss happens in 2060. Thus, GDP in 2060 of Fifth model

is equal to GDP of Third model in 2060 (i.e., 297 trillion USD). We need to

emphasize again that both third and fifth models have same GDP in 2060 after

shock happened which means models have same amount of money to start with

to restore the economy but different climate situation. Comparing third and

fifth models shows if we invest in climate and increase the emission control rates

then economic shock happens we would be in the better position which is lower

temperature and concentration and higher consumption compare to doing as

usual then economic shock happens. However, third model has higher welfare

even after changing utility function to CES. Welfare function has concave

shape due to value of elasticity of marginal utility of consumption so near-

term consumption has more effect on welfare than future consumption, also

future utility is counted less heavily in the welfare objective due to social time

preference. Thus, third model has higher welfare than fifth model while fifth

model has higher consumption, because third model has higher consumption

in near future and fifth model has less because it used capital to decrease the

emissions and increases the emission control rate.

By this comparison we showed if we invest in climate and shock happens

our investment is safe and we can pass it to next generation which is having

better climate instead of saving money that might be lost by economic shocks.

However, welfare value might be lower for model which has higher consumption

and lower temperature and concentration even with adding non market goods

and elasticity of substitution. Therefore, comparison metric should be defined
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Table 4.8. Effect of stringent climate policy and economic shock on
modified DICE, values are discounted present value by social time preference
(i.e., 0.015)(trillion 2010 USD), Maximum temperature (C), Maximum CO2

concentration at atmosphere (GtC)

Models
Abatement
cost

Damage
cost

Net
output

Consum
-ption

Welfare
Max.
temp.

Max.
conc.

2016 model 235 1476 52259 39364 25214 4.08 1343

CES 0.5 299 1170 52388 39559 25440 3.64 1210

20% GDP
loss in 2060

291 1167 52047 39332 25391 3.65 1211

Emission
control rate
of 1 before
2060

582 579 52748 39853 25289 2.72 968

Emission
control rate
of 1 and
18.6% GDP
loss in 2060

576 577 52435 39644 25244 2.72 968
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Figure 4.10. Emission control rate of models with 20% loss in 2060. Emission
control rates are set to 1 before 2060 in MIU to 1. Emission control rates are
set to 1 and 18.6% of GDP is lost in 2060 in MIU to 1+18.6% GDP loss.

to compare different models which includes both climate and economic situa-

tion, means total consumption, atmospheric temperature and CO2 concentra-

tion.

Figures 4.2 and 4.7 show both original DICE and modified DICE with

constant elasticity of substitution do not have reaction to economic shocks due

to concavity of utility function and economic growth rate. Here we are going

to check the reasons of this rigidity of DICE model by making utility function

less concave and decreasing economic growth rate. Firstly, we make utility

function less concave by decreasing elasticity of marginal utility of consumption

from 1.45 to 0.9. Low elasticity of marginal utility makes model to choose

highest possible emission control rate. Therefore, it is hard to see the effect of

knowing economic shock, that is why we chose 0.9. Utility function becomes

less concave by decreasing elasticity of consumption. Thus, marginal utility
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of consumption is not as low as before and decreasing the consumption by

climate damage has more effect on utility. Therefore, future generations cannot

tolerate climate damage as before and model increases the near term emission

control rate to decrease the future climate damage. As Figure 4.11 shows both

original DICE and CES models with elasticity of consumption of 0.9 react to

economic shock. Aware case in both models react to economic shock and

increase the emission control rate in near future. Because utility function is

not as concave before and climate damage has more effect on future generations

welfare. Therefore, model increases emission control rate to decrease this

effect in future. Both models have same shape and effect to economic shock.

However, CES has higher emission control rate because of additive non market

goods in utility function. Figure 4.11 proves our first reason for not having

reaction to economic shock in aware cases.

Secondly, we decrease the economic growth by set growth rate of total

factor productivity to zero. Therefore, future generations are not as wealthy

ass before and are located in left end of utility function which has higher

marginal utility. Thus, future generations cannot tolerate climate damage

same as before and losing consumption due to climate damage has more effect

on their utility. So, aware model increases the emission control rate in near

future to prevent climate damage in future. As Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show

both original DICE and CES models with zero TFP growth rate react to

economic shock. Aware case in both models react to economic shock and

increase the emission control rate in near future. Both models have same shape

and effect to economic shock. However, CES has higher emission control rate

because of additive non market goods in utility function. Also, models with

zero TFP growth rate have lower emission control rate compared to models
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Figure 4.11. Emission control rate of models with 50% capital loss in 2060.
Aware model knows from the beginning about the shock. Not aware model
does not know about the shock before 2060 and does as usual before 2060.
Elasticity of consumption in CES model is 0.5. Elasticity of marginal utility
of consumption in all models is 0.9.
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Figure 4.12. Emission control rate of models with 50% capital loss in 2060.
Aware model knows from the beginning about the shock. Not aware model
does not know about the shock before 2060 and does as usual before 2060.
Growth rate for TFP in all models is 0.

with lower elasticity of consumption, because current models are not as wealthy

as previous models and have less money to invest in climate policy. Figures

4.12 and 4.13 prove our second reason for not having reaction to economic

shock in aware cases.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we assessed interaction between CO2 concentration, global

warming, and economic growth. We were investigating the effect of possible

economic shock on the optimal mitigation pathway in the near-term. Economic

shocks like COVID-19 can cause less CO2 emissions due to decreasing produc-

tion caused by economic shrinkage. However, economic growth is needed to
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Figure 4.13. Emission control rate of models with 50% capital loss in 2060.
Aware model knows from the beginning about the shock. Not aware model
does not know about the shock before 2060 and does as usual before 2060.
Elasticity of consumption in CES model is 0.5. Growth rate for TFP in all
models is 0.
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investment in mitigation due to current CO2 concentration in atmosphere, even

though economic shock reduces the emissions. On the other hand, Economic

shrinkage cause less available resources to invest on emissions mitigation and

technology development and deployment. Thus, any economic shock has good

and bad effects on climate change.

Model with 50% capital loss does not increase the emission control rate

even though it knows the economic shock will happen from the beginning.

Also, emission control rate in both aware and not aware models converge to

original model rate in 2095. It shows 50% capital loss does not change models

as we expected and has minor effect in model. Moreover, TFP growth rate

loss gives the highest atmospheric temperature and concentration which shows

the importance of productivity growth rate and investment in R&D.

Awareness of a large economic shock in the future has a surprisingly tiny

effect on the optimal near-term abatement path in DICE. Then, we assessed

whether this has to do with the default utility function in DICE that takes

only per-capita consumption as an input. As an alternative, we implemented a

CES utility function that includes consumption and climate health as inputs,

where we can control the degree of substitutability between the two to reflect

the limited ability to substitute economic well being for a desirable climate.

Model with CES utility function has stringent climate policy compare

to original DICE due to lower elasticity of substation and additive effect

of non market goods in utility function. Which leads to lower atmospheric

temperature and concentration compare to original DICE 2016. Model without

knowing of economic shock has higher net output than aware model. Moreover,

both aware and not aware have same abatement cost, maximum atmospheric

temperature and concentration. Which shows knowing about economic shock
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does not change the optimal climate policy even with 50% capital loss. Aware

model does not increase the emission control rate even though it knows the

economic shock will be happened from the beginning.

The economic shock had surprisingly little effect on the optimal near-term

climate policy in DICE, and this continued to be true even with the CES

utility function, although it did increase the optimal abatement level. The

rigidity of the near-term emissions path stems from the combination of (1) the

utility function is so concave that climate damages are simply absorbed by

richer future generations with barely any effect on their utility, and (2) future

generations that will be much richer than us due to economic growth. Utility

function is a concave function; therefore, marginal utility of consumption

decreases as consumption increases. Thus, near-term consumption which has

lower value has more effect on welfare than future consumption which has

higher value. Also, future welfare values less due to social time preference

and discounting. Future generations are wealthier than current generation

due to growth rate of TFP and constant increasing TFP. Therefore, future

generations are always located on right end of the utility function which has

flatter slop. Thus, future generations can tolerate climate damage more and

losing consumption due to climate damage does not have much effect on their

utility. Therefore, aware model does not increase the emission control rate

in near future to prevent climate damage in future. Because consumption in

near future has more effect on the welfare and future generations are wealthy

enough to deal with climate damage. Removing either of these two features is

enough to start making DICE more sensitive to economic shocks.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This dissertation assessed the uncertainty in cost-benefit analysis of climate

change and corresponding damages. First, we retrospectively assessed the role

of uncertainty in explaining changes in SCC estimates over time. Then built

stochastic optimization versions of DICE embedded with two geoengineering

options (i.e., solar radiation management and direct air capture) to investi-

gate their abilities to rapidly counteract climate change and assess whether

their potential future availability changes the optimal near-term abatement

path. Finally, investigated effect of possible economic shocks on the optimal

mitigation pathway in the near-term.

From DICE-2013R to the most recent DICE-2016R2 edition, the SCC

estimate for year 2020 produced by the DICE model increased by 54%. We

found that changes in scientific model parameters and updated initial condi-

tions due to near-term forecasting errors explain the largest shares of the

increase in SCC from DICE-2013R to DICE-2016R2. The large share of the

increase in SCC that we attribute to initial conditions provides some defense

of the DICE model and its representations of the economy and the climate,

since these initial conditions are effectively exogenous inputs to the model and

it is logical to update them as new empirical data become available. As a

result, improving near-term forecasts so that the required changes in initial

conditions from one model version to the next are smaller would go a long
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way toward achieving more stable SCC estimates over time. However, from

our perspective, deficiencies in forecasting these parameters should not be

viewed as problems intrinsic to the DICE model itself, or the science and

economics that it codifies. On the other hand, we view the fact that updated

scientific model parameters explain the greatest portion of the change in SCC

estimate as a result of greater concern with respect to the model. Our finding

that changes in scientific model parameters explain more of the increase in

SCC than revisions to economic model parameters challenges the frequently

expressed perception that the science of climate change is more settled than

the economics of climate change (Nordhaus, 2018b), at least with respect to

their effects on the SCC.

We then incorporated uncertainty into the DICE-2013R model to see

where the deterministic SCC estimate produced by the later DICE-2016R2

version fell relative to the SCC output distribution generated via Monte Carlo

analysis using the earlier edition. While the DICE-2016R2 SCC estimate fell

toward the high end of the DICE-2013R output distribution, it was within the

80% probability interval. We thus interpret the 54% increase in estimated SCC

as being consistent with the prevailing level of parametric uncertainty, and not

as an indication that the DICE model is unstable in terms of its representation

of the interacting climate and economy.

Overall, we conclude that differences in the SCC estimates produced by

successive versions of DICE have not been sufficiently large to cast doubt on the

validity of the model itself. Their magnitudes are consistent with the prevailing

degrees of uncertainty in input parameter values, especially parameters which

are entirely exogenous to DICE and are updated to reflect near-term fore-

casting errors rather than changes in fundamental science or economics. Lastly,
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we urge integrated assessment modelers to report probability distributions for

key metrics like the SCC rather than single deterministic values. This not only

provides more comprehensive, decision-relevant information on the full range

of possible futures (Giupponi et al., 2013; Hamilton et al., 2015), but it also

paves the way for subsequent modifications by avoiding illusory precision.

It is possible that global warming reaches 2 ◦C relative to pre-industrial

levels in 21st century with current emissions rate unless emissions are reduced

by 50 percent by 2050 and more afterward. Also, optimal emissions reduction

policy obtained by DICE-2016R2 reduces emissions by 50 percent in 2090 and

more afterward. Therefore, geoengineering could be essential to limit global

warming well below 2 ◦C and avoid substantial damages. We assessed the

cost-benefit analysis of geoengineering in climate change. Also, we considered

availability of geoengineering to be either deterministic and stochastic.

DAC and SRM with capacity of current emissions of CO2 and imbalance

energy are needed to achieve the goal of atmospheric temperature of 2.5 ◦C if

they are available in 2030. However, DAC with capacity of 5 times more than

current emissions is needed to achieve that goal if it is available in 2060. On

the contrary, same amount of imbalance energy is needed to reach that goal

for SRM available in 2060. Thus, SRM is effective with same capacity even

it is available late in future, in contrast to DAC which needed much higher

capacity for availability late in future. DAC needs to be available before critical

years to be effective for achieving specific temperature threshold otherwise we

need much higher capacity of DAC around double to achieve the same goal.

However, there is not such a critical point for SRM and same capacity of SRM

is needed.

Moreover, effect of increasing DAC capacity on decreasing accumulated
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imbalance energy is more when DAC is available sooner rather than later.

Whereas, SRM has the same efficiency available soon or late and availability

time has low impact on effect of increasing SRM capacity on decreasing imbal-

ance energy. Furthermore, DAC has less effectiveness in high capacity when

it is available late while effectiveness is constant by changing capacity when it

is available soon. In contrast SRM has same effectiveness even in high SRM

capacity. Therefore, SRM acts quickly and its effects can be seen early, also

it has same effectiveness in early and late availability. However, its impact is

temporary with short lifetime and it would vanish shortly after termination.

On the other hand, DAC acts slowly and takes a while to see its result, also

there is a significant difference between early and late availability due to slow

pace of its effectiveness. However, its effect is permanent and lasts longer after

termination. Thus, SRM can be used as short term solution in urgent situation

while working on DAC to deploy as permanent solution.

Our estimation of 163 $/tCO2 for DAC is high for society and model does

not decide to use DAC to control global warming, so atmospheric temperature

below 3 ◦C cannot be reached. However, it is possible to achieve atmospheric

temperature thresholds with our estimation price of 6.545 billion 2010 USD per

W/m2 per year for SRM. Furthermore, cost of keeping atmospheric temper-

ature below 2.5 ◦C by using SRM available in 2030 is only 20 billion 2010

USD per year versus 5.7 trillion 2010 USD per year when DAC is used. Thus,

deploying SRM does not require all nations effort and individual person or

nation can do that unlike the DAC. However, this does not mean we should

deploy SRM immediately due to low direct cost because it might have climatic,

ecologic, and political side effects.

Difference between near term emission control rates are negligible for
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different probabilities of DAC availability with capacity around current emis-

sions for both 2030 and 2060 availability year. Also, based on current installed

and deployed DAC technology, there is low probability to have high capacity

DAC even as much as current emissions before 2060. Therefore, current

emissions reduction policy should be kept and do as usual, and not reduced

in hope of having DAC in future. Moreover, different probabilities of SRM

availability lead to different emission control rates for both soon and late in

future availability. Therefore, it is better bet to invest in SRM technologies

to increase the probability of availability rather than DAC, since SRM with

capacity of current radiative forcing decreases emissions reduction policy as

probability increase. But DAC with capacity of current emissions does not

affect emissions reduction policy meaningfully by increasing probability unless

the capacity is high on the order of 4 times current emissions.

Economics shocks like COVID-19 can cause less CO2 emissions due to

decreasing production caused by economic shrinkage. However, economy growth

is needed to investment in geoengineering technologies due to current CO2

concentration in atmosphere, even though economic shock reduces the emis-

sions. On the other hand, Economic shrinkage cause less available resources to

invest on emissions mitigation and geoengineering. Thus, any economic shock

has good and bad effects on climate change.

We found that awareness of a large economic shock in the future has a

surprisingly tiny effect on the optimal near-term abatement path in DICE.

Then, we assessed whether this has to do with the default utility function in

DICE that takes only per-capita consumption as an input. As an alterna-

tive, we implemented a CES utility function that includes consumption and

climate health as inputs, where we can control the degree of substitutability
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between the two to reflect the limited ability to substitute economic well

being for a desirable climate. However, even though this CES utility function

leads to higher near-term abatement, DICE remains largely unaffected by the

impending shock.

The rigidity of the near-term emissions path stems from the combination of

(1) the utility function is so concave that climate damages are simply absorbed

by richer future generations with barely any effect on their utility, and (2)

future generations that will be much richer than us due to economic growth.

Utility function is a concave function; therefore, marginal utility of consump-

tion decreases as consumption increases. Thus, near-term consumption which

has lower value has more effect on welfare than future consumption which has

higher value. Also, future welfare values less due to social time preference

and discounting. Future generations are wealthier than current generation

due to growth rate of TFP and constant increasing TFP. Therefore, future

generations are always located on right end of the utility function which has

flatter slop. Thus, future generations can tolerate climate damage more and

losing consumption due to climate damage does not have much effect on their

utility. Therefore, aware model does not increase the emission control rate

in near future to prevent climate damage in future. Because consumption in

near future has more effect on the welfare and future generations are wealthy

enough to deal with climate damage. Removing either of these two features is

enough to start making DICE more sensitive to economic shocks.

There are some possible extensions to current research. Firstly, evolution

of other IAMs such as PAGE and FUND can be studied. Then try to find

consensus about some important factors in IAM such as social time preference,

climate sensitivity, and damage function’s coefficients. This consensus can
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be reached by using survey among climate policy experts and meta analysis.

Secondly, overview of all geoengineering technologies can be done to find pros

and cons of each technology. Then implement combination of these technolo-

gies in DICE such that flaws of one technology covers by others. Moreover,

stochastic version of this model can be created where failure of each technology

is stochastic. Thirdly, survey about actual value of environmental amenities

can be conducted to find relative price of non market goods. Then more

accurate constant elasticity of substitution model can be created. Fourthly,

developing a version of DICE that includes both economic and climate shocks

(i.e tipping points such as temperature feedback and carbon sink), so that

the relative risks in both are included. Fifthly, change the welfare function so

that the reference wealth levels for utility evolve as generations get richer and

richer. It means people’s happiness is based on how well off they are relative

to where they started or their expectations, not how rich they are compared

to people 100 or 200 years earlier. DICE ignores this by having the utility

function be basically flat for future generations even as their wealth continues

to increase.
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Appendix A

Descriptions and values of DICE parameters

Table A.1. Descriptions and values of DICE parameters included in each of
the four packages. For more information about the parameters and their roles
in the model, see Nordhaus and Sztorc (2013). Note that values in parentheses
in the DICE-2013R column represent the values of monetary inputs in units
of 2010$.

Packages
Parameters
and
Equations

Notation
in
Nordhaus
and
Sztorc
(2013)

Description
DICE-
2013R

DICE-
2016R2

Scientific
Model
Parameters

CO2 Doubling
Forcing

fco22x

Forcings of
equilibrium
CO2 doubling
(W/m2)

3.8 3.6813

Coefficient for
Upper level

c1
Climate equa-
tion coefficient
for upper level

0.098 0.1005

Climate Sensi-
tivity

t2xco2

Equilibrium
temp impact
(◦C per
doubling CO2)

2.9 3.1

Transfer Coeffi-
cient Upper to
lower Stratum

c3
Transfer coeffi-
cient upper to
lower stratum

0.088 0.088
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Table A.1. Descriptions and values of DICE parameters included in each of
the four packages. Continued.

Packages
Parameters
and
Equations

Notation
in
Nordhaus
and
Sztorc
(2013)

Description
DICE-
2013R

DICE-
2016R2

Transfer Coeffi-
cient for Lower
Stratum

c4
Transfer coeffi-
cient for lower
level

0.025 0.025

CO2

Atmosphere
→ Upper
Ocean

b12

Carbon cycle
transition from
atmosphere to
upper ocean

0.088 0.12

CO2 Upper
Ocean →
Lower Ocean

b23

Carbon cycle
transition from
upper ocean to
lower ocean

0.0025 0.007

Economic
Model
Parameters

Multiplicative
Scaling

scale1

Multiplicative
scaling
coefficient in
utility equation

0.01641 0.03025

Initial Rate of
Social Time
Preference per
year

prstp

Initial rate of
social time
preference per
year

0.015 0.015

Elasticity of
Consumption

elasmu
Elasticity of
marginal utility
of consumption

1.45 1.45

Exponent of
Control Cost
Function

expcost2
Exponent of
control cost
function

2.8 2.6

Damage
Quadratic
Term

a2
Damage func-
tion quadratic
term

0.00267 0.00236
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Table A.1. Descriptions and values of DICE parameters included in each of
the four packages. Continued.

Packages
Parameters
and
Equations

Notation
in
Nordhaus
and
Sztorc
(2013)

Description
DICE-
2013R

DICE-
2016R2

Damage Inter-
cept

a1
Damage func-
tion intercept

0 0

Initial
Conditions

Cost of
Backstop
Technology

pback
Cost of back-
stop $ per tCO2

initial year

344
(392)

550

Initial Forcing
of non-CO2

GHG
fex0

initial forcings
of non-CO2

GHG (W/m2)
0.25 0.5

2100 Forcing of
non-CO2 GHG

fex1
2100 forcings of
non-CO2 GHG
(W/m2)

0.7 1

Concentration
in Atmosphere

mat0

Initial carbon
concentration
in atmosphere
(GtC)

830.4 851

Concentration
in Upper Ocean

mu0

Initial carbon
concentration
in upper strata
(GtC)

1527 460

Concentration
in Lower Ocean

ml0

Initial carbon
concentration
in lower strata
(GtC)

10010 1740

Initial Capital
Stock

k0
Initial capital
value (trillion
USD)

135
(154)

223
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Table A.1. Descriptions and values of DICE parameters included in each of
the four packages. Continued.

Packages
Parameters
and
Equations

Notation
in
Nordhaus
and
Sztorc
(2013)

Description
DICE-
2013R

DICE-
2016R2

Initial Temp
Change
Atmosphere
form 1900

tatm0

Initial
atmospheric
temp change
(◦C from 1900)

0.8 0.85

Initial
Emissions
from Land Use

eland0

Carbon
emissions from
land (GtCO2

per year)

3.3 2.6

Initial
Emissions
Control Rate

miu0

Initial
emissions
control rate for
base case

0.039 0.03

Initial Growth
Sigma

gsigma1
Initial growth
of sigma (per
year)

-0.01 -0.0152

Initial Carbon
Intensity

sig0

Initial carbon
intensity
(kgCO2 per
output USD)

0.549
(0.4817)

0.35

Initial World
Population

pop0
Initial world
population
(millions)

6838 7403

Initial Factor
Productivity

a0

Initial level
of total factor
productivity
(TFP)

3.8
(4.165)

5.115
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Table A.1. Descriptions and values of DICE parameters included in each of
the four packages. Continued.

Packages
Parameters
and
Equations

Notation
in
Nordhaus
and
Sztorc
(2013)

Description
DICE-
2013R

DICE-
2016R2

Initial Factor
Productivity
Growth Rate

ga0
Initial growth
rate for TFP
per 5 years

0.079 0.076

Projection
Parameters

Decrease in
Land Use
Emissions

deland
Decline rate of
land emissions
(per 5 years)

0.2 0.115

Rate of Decar-
bonization

dsig

Decline rate of
decarboniza-
tion (per 5
years)

-0.001 -0.001

Asymptotic
Population

popasym
Asymptotic
population
(millions)

10500 11500

Growth Rate
to Calibrate
to 2050 Pop.
Projection

popadj

Growth rate
to calibrate
to 2050 pop
projection

0.134 0.134

Decrease
in Factor
Productivity
Growth Rate

dela
Decline rate
of TFP per 5
years

0.006 0.005

Initial Cost
Decline
Backstop Price
per Period

gback

Initial cost
decline
backstop cost
per 5 years

0.025 0.025
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